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Abstract

Theory and Simulation ofOscillations on Near-Steady State in Crossed-Field

Electron Flow and the Resulting Transport

by

Keith Lewis Cartwright

Doctor of Philosophy in Physics

University of California at Berkeley

Professor Charles K. Birdsall, Co-Chair

Professor Joel Fajans, Co-Chair

Thepurpose ofthis study is to understand the oscillatory steady-state behavior of

crossed-field electron flow in diodes for magnetic flelds greater than the Hull fleld (B > Bh)

by the means of theory and self-consistent, electrostatic particle-in-cell (PIC) simulations.

Many prior analytic studies of diode-like problems have been time-independent, which leaves

the stabihty and time-dependence of these models unresolved. We investigate fluctuations

through the system, including virtual cathode oscillations, and compare results for various

cathode injection models. The dominant oscillations inmagnetically insulated crossed-field

diodes are found to be a series resonance, Z{{jJs) = 0, between the pure electron plasma and

vacuum impedance of the diode. Theseries resonance in crossed-field electron flow is shown

to be the Aiy —0 (one-dimensional) limit of the diocotron/magnetron eigenmode equation.

The wavenumber, /cy, is perpendicular to the direction across the diode and magnetic field.

The series resonance is derived theoretically and verified with self-consistent, electrostatic,

PIC simulations.

Electron transport across the magnetic fleld in a cutoff planar smooth-bore mag

netron is described on the basis of surface waves (formed by the shear flow instabili

ty) perpendicular to the magnetic fleld and along the cathode. Aself-consistent, 2d3v



(two spatial dimensions and three velocity components), electrostatic PIC simulation of a

crossed-field diode produces a near-Brillouin flow which slowly expands across the diode,

punctuated by sudden transport across the diode. The theory of slow transport across the

diode is explained by the addition of perturbed orbits to the Brillouin shear flow motion of

the plasma in the diode. A slow drift compared to the shear flow is described which results

from the flelds caused bythe surface wave inducing an electrostatic ponderomotive-like force

in a dc external magnetic fleld.

In order to perform theabove-mentioned simulation, a second-order injection algo

rithm was devised. It is shown that time-centering ofthe position and velocity is necessary

in order to maintain second-order accuracy. The initial push is shown to be important in

calculating thecorrect electric fleld at the boundary where particles are injected, in relaxing

constraints on the time step, and in providing reliable fleld fluctuations from flnite particle

statistics.

Kinetic simulation of plasmas in which equilibrium occurs over ion timescales pos

es a computational chedlenge due to disparity with electron timescales. Hybrid electrostatic

PIC algorithms are presented in which most of the electrons reach thermodynamic equi

librium (Maxwell-Boltzmann (MB) distribution function) each time step. Conservation

of charge enables convergence of the nonhnear Poisson equation. Energy conservation is

used to determine the temperature of the Boltzmann species. Full PIC and the PIC-MB

hybrid simulations compare well for photo-ionized sustained discharges and current-driven



DC discharges.
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Professor Joel Fajans, Co-Chairs Date
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Charged particle flow in crossed magnetic and electric flelds is important in many
devices in common use. Thisthesis isonflow incrossed-fleld pureelectron plasmas; however,
crossed-field flow also occurs in magnetized quasi-neutral plasmas. The purpose of this
thesis is to understand the oscillatory steady-state behavior of crossed-field electron flow
in diodes for magnetic fields greater than the Hull field {B > Bh) by the means of theory
and self-consistent, electrostatic particle-in-cell (PIC) simulations. An overview of devices
where crossed-fleld electron flow is important is given next.

1.1 Background

A magnetized quasi-neutral plasma generates electric fields near the boundary of
the plasma though charge sepajation ofthe species. The underlying mechanism ofthe charge
separation is the different diffusion rates ofelectron and ions across the magnetic field [2].
This causes a region ofcrossed-field flow near the boundaries. The nature of magnetized
plasma sheaths still remains an important area ofresearch. Magnetized plasma sheaths are
important in understanding magnetically confined fusion prototype reactors (like tokamaks
[3]) and processing plasmas (like electron cyclotron resonance (ECR) or helicon discharge
[2]).

A Penning trap is another device where the electric field perpendicular to the
magnetic field is caused by the electron space charge in the device. These devices have
remarkable confinement times [4], which can be further lengthened by a "rotating wall" [5]
which adds angular momentum back into the system. Penning traps have low density,
generally far below the Brillouin limit, the plasma frequency being much lower than the
cyclotron frequency (cjp << This is incontrast to crossed-field microwave generating
devices which are general near the Brillouin limit.
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1.1.1 Crossed-Field Microwave Devices

Much of this thesis is focused on devices that intentionally utilize crossed-field
geometry by an external applied dc electric field. This configuration is common for the
amplification and production of microwaves. Crossed-field microwave devices include the
magnetron [6, 7, 8], relativistic magnetron [9, 10, 11], crossed-field amplifier (CFA) [12, 7,
13, 14], and the magnetically insulated line oscillator (MILO) [15, 16, 17,11, 18, 19, 20, 21].

The MILO is a relatively new type of coaxial crossed-field device designed specif
ically to generate microwave power at the gigawatt level. Unlike other crossed-field mi
crowave sources, the MILO uses the self-magnetic field produced by the current flow in the
central cathode rather than the field from anexternal magnet to cut ofi" electron flow to the
anode. The MILO works by using a slow wave structure in the anode of the magnetically
insulated line to generate microwaves by resonantly coupling the wave field to the electron
flow. Thus, the operating mechanism is similar to that of the magnetron.

The magnetron oscillator is the microwave source that is used in microwave ovensi
as well as in marine and commercial radar systems, reactors for material processing, and
in medical linear accelerators. Magnetrons are a well established technology, having been
invented by Arthur Hull in 1916 [8]. Shortly after the end of World War IIthe technological
problems of the magnetron were essentially solved and the tubes have now been mass-
produced for a number of years. They are robust, efficient and compact. However, the
current understanding of its operation is incomplete especially with respect to noise and
stability despite a considerable amount of attention over the years and the ubiquitousness
ofthe magnetron. There isa cooker magnetron in almost every home in the United States.

Thefirst relativistic magnetrons were reported in 1975 by Orzehowski and Bekefi
[9], and later by Palevsky and Bekefi [10], and by Benford [11] and colleagues. Unlike the
non-relativistic magnetron the relativistic magnetron is not efficient (typically 14 percent
but as high as 40 percent) [11], but is still robust and compact.

The CFA, first built in 1953 [14], is a microwave amplifier of the same basic ge
ometry as themagnetron. Like the magnetron they are also compact, robust, and efficient.
This makes them ideal for radar systems; however, they are, in general, considered to be
noisier than hnear tubes such as traveling wave tubes (TWT) and klystrons. The basic
mechanism for noise generation in crossed-field devices (CFD's) remains obscme; removing
some of the obscurity is the motivation for Chapter 2 and 3 of this thesis.

The compactness of these microwave sources is ironically what makes them more
difficult to understand than linear devices. In CFA's and magnetrons, the cathode is itself
part ofthe interaction region for the microwave generation. The electrons are emitted by
thermionic and/or secondary emission. Thermionic emission is used in this thesis. The
numerical emission of electrons requires a high degree of accuracy because of the strong
electric fields in the emitting region. Accurate numerical emission is discussed in Chapter 4.
The emission process itself depends on the nature ofthe micro-sheath which depends on the
electron flow in the drift region which, in tmn, depends on the fields within the interaction
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region as well as the self-fields of the electrons emitted firom the cathode. This global
feedback is the source of the nonlinearities and difl&culties in analyzing CFD. Nonlinear
feedback makes it difficult to break the system into realistic and analyzable pieces, which
is possible with linear devices.

In linear (referring to the beam fiow and interaction region) microwave devices
such as gyrotrons, firee electron lasers (FEL's), TWT's, and klystrons, the electron beam
may be well formed and characterized, separate firom the interaction region. This separates
the cathode physics firom the interaction region. Therefore the beam creation and beam
optics which guiding the beam into the slow wave structure can be analyzed separate firom
the fiow in the slow wave structure. Then the interaction of the beam and the slow wave
structure can be analyzed together.

Some effort to understand the noise mechanisms and to produce "quieter" CFD
has been made over theyears [14, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27]. However, thiseffort is insignificant
next to the extensive research involving linear devices, with manypublications. The lack of
research and subsequent publication in the CFD field is maybe a reflection on the perceived
difficulty of the problem [28].

Even with the lack ofresearch, some headway has been made in theunderstanding
of CFD's. Much ofthe theoretical groundwork occurred prior to the 1970's [1, 7, 13, 29, 30].
These studies involved not only characterizing the steady-state behavior in magnetrons
[31, 32, 33, 34], but also the stability of the electron beams [1], especially with regard to
the diocotron/magnetron modes or slipping stream (velocity shear) instabilities [35, 36]
(Buneman p. 367 of [7] and Mourier p. 395 of [7]). This will be further expanded on in
Chapter 3. Attempts to describe the noise mechanism were also made [22, 23, 24, 27, 37].
Much of the early work on the noise mechanism was done with the speculation that the
noise was related to the existence of an unstable crossed-field potential Tninimnm near the
cathode [26]. In Chapter 2 the effect that the micro-sheath and potential minimiim has on
the spectrum isexposed and an equivalent circuit model isdeveloped which reproduces the
spectrum.

With the increasing speed of modern computers, simulations are performed with
the hope of understanding CFD. Simulations fall under one of two approaches. The first
one involves using a fluid approach to studythe low firequency long-time behavior ofCFD's
[38, 39, 40, 41]. In this approach, the electron motion is general simplified by averaging over
the gyro-motion leaving only the guiding center drift (E x B) fluid motion of the electrons
and a set of self-consistent, nonlinearequations for the fields and currents.

In contrast to the fluid approach, another approach is to use particle codes [42,
43, 44, 45, 46, 47, 48, 49]. This is the approach taken in this thesis. This method is more
computationally intensive but, since it has fewer approximations, it is capable ofobtaining
closer agreement with experiment. Particle approaches are also a good tool to compare
with simple theories that may explain the significant physics.
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1.1.2 Magnetic Insulation

The emphasis ofChapter 3 is explaining the lack ofmagnetic insulation in CFD.
Afair amount of effort has gone into the analytic and experimental understanding of mag
netic insulation. Afundamental aspect of crossed-field flow is that both the single-particle
and fluid descriptions of the electron motion in the dc field configuration predict a cutoff
condition where there is no electron flux to the anode; that is, the electrons are insulated
from the anode. This condition occurs when the magnetic field is greater than the Hull
cutoff field [50]. There have been many anode-current experiment measurements showing
that the cutoff law is not strictly obeyed [50, 51, 52, 53]. The addition ofthermal emission
from the cathode to the models was unable to explain the absence of a cutoff [54, 31, 33].
However, the addition of a thermal injection does "smooth" the cutoff and expands the
Brillouin hub [55]. ^ Harvey [56] analyzed the effect of emission velocities, tilt of the mag
netic field, unequal cathode potential, cathode eccentricity, space charge, and fringe fields
and although the cutoff field could be appreciably increased, none ofthese effects could be
found to account for the violation of the cutoff formula. The cutoff theory ba.*? been ex
tended to the relativistic regime by [57, 58, 59] and departures from the theoretically cutoff
condition for relativistic voltages have been shown in the experiment done by Orzehowski
and Bekefi[9]. All of these theories axe time independent.

Quasi-linear cold fluid approaches have also been used [60, 61, 62] where the os
cillatory part of the solution is used to slowly change the evolving background density. A
leakage current has been calculated by Kaup and Thomas [61, 62] using this approach.
Another quasi-linear approach to diffusion in crossed-field devices uses the steady-state
Fokker-Planck equation with quasi-linear diffusion coefficients to obtain the leakage current
across an insulated diode [63].

There have also been attempts to explain the deviation from the cutoff condition
using a statistical mechanics treatment [37, 64]. Inthis theory the diffusion tensor is propor
tional to the long wavelength gro^Vth rate ofthe shear flow instability described by Buneman
[1]. The statistical mechanics approach done by Mouthaan and Susskind [37] agrees with ex
periments done at Berkeley by Hoag [65] in the 1950's. The validity ofthis theory was later
disputed by Kuznetsov and Berbasov [66], because it did not agree with their experimental
observations. Astatistical approach was also taken by Hok [67] in which he calculated the
space charge distribution in a magnetron. He assumed that the momentum changes were
isotropic and that infinitesimal momentum changes have, by far, the largest probability, so
that all momentum exchange may be considered to take place between adjacent volumes
in phase space. This resulted in a space charge density that decreased linearly from the

^Brillouin flow is a time-independent Id solution to the cold fluid equations, Ux = 0 and Vy = -Ux,
where = qB/m is thesigned cyclotron frequency. The Brillouin flow density profile is uniform between
a; = 0 and x = dn with a density of nn = €qB fm. This is the density at which the plasma frequency
equals the cyclotron frequency The hub height (extent of the electron sheath) is dn = LJ\-
VI - {Bh/BY).
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potential minimum to zero at the anode.

1.2 Boltzmann electron PIC hybrid

In Chapter 5 a hybrid electrostatic PIC algorithm is developed to investigate ion
acoustic waves and other long time-scale, low frequency phenomenon, as well as to provide
acceleration schemes which decrease the computer time needed for a simulation to reach
steady state. The ions are treated as finite-sized particles, as in standard PIC codes[46].
There are two models for the electrons. First, all electrons are modeled with a Boltzmann
relation, in which the electrons are inertia-less and come to equilibrium with the ions at
each time step. This is different than previous work in this area which did not allow the
Boltzmann electrons to evolve in time with the ions[68, 69, 70, 71, 72, 73, 74]. The second
model uses the Boltzmann relation for the low energy, less collisional electrons (up to the
first excitation threshold), and kinetic PIC electrons for the remaining high energy, more
collisional electrons.

Many different Boltzmann-PIC hybrid schemes have been proposed [68, 69, 70,
71, 72, 73, 74, 75, 76, 77, 78, 79, 80]. Some of these are full electromagnetic (Maxwell's curl
equations) [76] or Darwin (magneto-inductive)[75, 77, 78, 79, 80]. There have also been
electrostatic models [68, 69, 70, 71, 72, 73, 74] similar to the one presented here; however,
those schemes have assumed that the plasma is either globally charge-neutral [71], the
Boltzmann flux matches the ion flux [70] (note: this is different than the globally charge-
neutral case because the simulation could have been started with a net charge), the flux of
Boltzmann electrons from the boundary is zero [68, 69], or the density of the Boltzmann
electrons is fixed (along with the potential) at a point in the simulation [72, 73, 74].

Ourmethod is constructed to be suitable for bounded systems in which the density
is dynamic and ambipolar diffusion is important, i.e., the plasma might develop a net
positive charge, which slows the loss ofelectrons. Thedynamics ofthe density are governed
byenforcing charge andenergy conservation. Also, to theauthor's knowledge, thisisthefirst
time ionization has been used with Boltzmann electrons in a PIC-Boltzmann hybrid code.
The collisions are implemented using a modified MCC package based on work by Vahedi
and Surendra[81]. (Note that Coulomb collisions were modeled between the Boltzmann
electrons and ions by M. E. Jones et. al.,[75].)

1.3 Thesis Outline

Chapter 2 presents the theory and simulation of a Id magnetically insulated
crossed-field diode. The important features shown through theory and simulation are that
electrons are hotter in the hub than the cathode temperature, and the dominant oscillations
inthediode arefound to bea series resonance, Z{u)s) = 0, between thepure electron plasma
and vacuum impedance of the diode. The Id series resonance in crossed-field electron flow
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is shown to be the ky 0 (one-dimensional) limit of the 2d diocotron/magnetron eigen-
mode equation [82]. The wavenumber, ky, is the wavenumber perpendicular to the direction
across the diode and magnetic field. Chapter 3expands the Id simulation in Chapter 2to
aperiodic 2d simulation. The emphasis is now on the transport of electrons across the gap
by the wave caused by the shear fiow instability. Chapter 4derives a new, more accurate
numerical method used in injecting the electrons firom the cathode essential for Chapters 2
and 3. The importance of accuracy in injecting the electrons firom the crossed-field geome
try is shown. Chapter 5is on anew PIC Boltzmann electron hybrid useful in unmagnetized
quasi-neutral plasmas. Two examples are shown depicting the eflfectiveness ofthis method.



Chapter 2

Characteristics of One-Dimensional

Magnetically Insulated Crossed
Field Electron Flow with

Space-Charge Limited Emission

Submitted to Physics of Plasmas

2.1 Introduction

2.1.1 Motivation

Electron flows in crossed electric and magnetic flelds occur in many devices such
as magnetrons[7], crossed-field amplifiers[7], magnetically insulated diodes[50], andPenning
traps[83]. Theobjective ofthiswork is to study the effects ofcurrent injection on thesteady
state Brillouin hub and noise generation in a crossed-fleld diode. We examine the efficacy of
modification of the cathode emission as a means ofreducing unwanted signals. This study
focuses on the response of the system to changes in the distribution of the electron flux
emitted from the cathode.

We find that the dominant oscillations in the system are the one-dimensional (Id)
limit (ky 0) of the eigenmode equation in Davidson [82] Eq. 8.12.3 on page 502, from
which the magnetron and diocotron modes can be derived. Eigenmodes of such systems
were previously thought to require perturbation ofelectric flelds in two directions [82]. Even
though the cold fluid equations are used to obtain the eigenmode equation, the physical
mechanism for each mode is difierent.

The mechanism for the diocotron instabiUty is the coupling of two surface waves
on two plasma vacuum interfaces with the body wave perturbation within the layer (David
son page 336 [82]). In contrast, the series resonance may occur with one or two vacuum
boundaries.
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The magnetron instability occurs when the Doppler-shifted frequency of the mode
is equal to the cyclotron frequency, (ur - kyVyf = (Davidson page 500 [82]), within the
electron hub. The series resonance does not need to satisfy this condition, which Is why a
ky -^0 limit exists.

One important aspect of this work is the discovery of the series resonance in
crossed-field electron flow, including theory showing that the series resonance is the = 0
cutoff ofthe 2d diocotron/magnetron dispersion. That is, the series resonance in crossed-
field electron flow can be viewed as the Id limit of the diocotron/magnetron mode.

Another important aspect ofthis work is the demonstration ofthe means to tune
the circuit behavior of the system using magnetic field, injection current, and injection
temperature. The magnetic field, which controls the density, is used to select the frequency
of the series resonance; this is in contrast with the Id unmagnetized case in which the density
controls the series resonance [84]. By varying the injection temperature and current, the
spectral width (damping) of the mode is changed, but not the peak in frequency.

In this article we first go over the history of the series resonance being the cutoff
of a 2d surface wave (Sec. 2.1.2). Some of the historical work referenced is for unmagne
tized plasma showing the ubiquitous nature of the series resonance and it's importance to
devices other than those (magnetrons[7], crossed-field amplifiers[7], magnetically insulated
diodes[50], and Penning traps[83]) which have crossed-field flow. In Sec. 2.2 we describe
the simulation model and the Id time-independent theory that is used to compare to the
simulation. In Sec. 2.3 we describe the simulation results; in Sec. 2.4 the effect ofcurrent
injection on the steady-state hub is described and discussed. We find that the thermal
velocity in the hub is much hotter than the cathode, which is also found in experiment
[85, 86, 87]. The component of injection velocity parallel to the cathode and perpendictdar
to the magnetic field is mostly responsible for this effect. In Sec. 2.5 the spectral content
of the simulations are shown and analyzed, The series resonance is proposed to explain the
spectra. The series resonance frequency has also be observed in experiment [88]. At the
end of Sec. 2.5 we will show the connection between the 2d diocotron/magnetron eigenmode
equation and the series resonance.

2.1.2 History

The cutoff frequency of surface waves, ky —> 0, is found in many plasma configura
tions. D. J. Cooperberg's thesis [89] gives anup todate and detailed background for surface
waves in quasi-neutral plasmas with much of his thesis material reflected in four articles
[84, 90, 91, 92]. The coupling to the boundaries is the strongest at the series resonance
frequency; therefore, at the series resonance the plasma is easily driven from the bound
aries. Applications of driven surface waves include density-tunable quasi-neutral plasma
sources [91], radial compression of non-neutral plasmas in Penning traps [5], and a density
and temperature diagnostic [93].

In unmagnetized plasmas, the series resonance in a plasma colunm was first ob-
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served and identified in 1931 by Tonks [94, 95]. This work was re-derived by Herlofson
[96] in 1951 in a study of resonant scattering firom the ionized meteor tails. Both of these
theoretical studies used fiuid theory with a uniform plasma to explain the main resonances.
The main resonance is the same resonance that Swegle and Douglass found through sim
ulation and theory in 1986 [97]. Secondary resonances observed in the experiments were
not explained until temperature was added to the theory [98]. While a secondary spectrum
was predicted, the spacing and location of the resonances were in poor agreement with ex
perimental observation. The addition ofa radial density profile was needed to obtain good
agreement with experiment [93, 99, 100, 101].

Surface plasma waves were theoretically described by Trivelpiece and Gould [102]
for a cold plasma cylinder bounded by dielectric and metal, with and without an applied
steady axial magnetic field. Fig. 2 of Trivelpiece and Gould's paper shows as fey 0 the
surface wave approaches the series resonance; however, they did not include the Vy velocity
shear in their cold dielectric constant, which is important in insulated crossed-field diodes.

TheWKB (Wentzel-Kramers-Brillouin) method to obtain an approximate solution
to the eigenmode equation (Davidson [82] Eq. 8.12.3 on page 502) was done by Kaup and
Thomas [61]. The WKB approach taken to solve the eigenmode equation by Kaup and
Thomas is difierent than the approach taken here; however, the solution at = 0 is the same
series resonance that will be derived in this paper. In both approximations the dispersions
relation loses accuracy for larger fc, but at diflferent rates. Our solution reproduces theeffect
of the magnetron instability occurring at {ur - kyVyf = which is absent from Kaup and
Thomas's Fig. 3.

2.2 Model

A diagram of the Id crossed-field gap model is shown in Fig. 2.1. An external
magnetic field, B, is imposed parallel to the cathode surface. The Hull cutoff field, B/f, is
defined as the minimum magnetic field for insulation [50], such that asingle electron leaving
the cathode with velocity perpendicular to the cathode and velocity Vyo parallel to the
cathode would just make it to the anode: Bh = ^2mVo/eLl {mva^o/eLa:)^ - mvy^jeL^,
where Vq is the voltage across the diode, Lx is the diode gap separation, e is the absolute
value of the charge of an electron, and m is the mass of an electron.

Thermal emission from the cathode is used in many of the cases explored in this
study. In order to ensure insulation for thermal emission of the electrons to one part in
~ 10®, we take Vx = 3vtx and Vy = —3vty in the calculation of B/f, with kT =
The finite energy injection is a correction to the Hull cutoff field, and is important for
calculating the series resonance for weaker magnetic fields slightly above the Hull field; this
will be discussed later. This study is Id and B > Bjj, so no electron current is transmitted
across the gap; however, there is a displacement current.

For magnetic fields larger than the Hull cutoff field the critical injection current
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density, Jq [103], is defined as the largest current density for which a steady cycloidal fiow
solution exists. Cycloidal flow is defined as a steady state in which each electron executes a
simple, cycloidal orbit and returns to the cathode with the same energy with which it was
emitted. For injection currents above the critical current, electron flow is disrupted and a
turbulent steady state is formed that is close to, but not exactly, Brillouin fiow [55]. The
injection current in the simulations in this paper is above the critical current; therefore,
the flow is turbulent. For currents below the critical current, the cycloidal flow may be
disrupted by a small rfvoltage [104], by a small resistor added to an external circuit [105],
or by a small misalignment of magnetic fields [106], resulting in an almost identical near-
Brillouin flow in which the same firequency spectra occur as for turbulent flow above the
critical cmrent density.

In this paper we compare and contrast our results with ideal planarBrillouin flow.
Ideal Brillouin flow isa time-independent Id solution to the cold fluid equations, Vx = 0and
Vy = -Qx, where = qB/m is the signed cyclotron frequency. The Brillouin flow density
profile is uniform between rc = 0 and x = djy with a density ofuh = eoB^lm. This is the
density at which the plasma frequency equals the cyclotron frequency = fP). The hub
height (extent ofthe electron sheath) is dn = Lx{l - y/l - (Bh/BY). For ideal Brillouin
flow, theelectric field within thehub varies linearly with x as Ex = QBx, and then becomes
uniform {Ex = QBdH) in the vacuum region outside the hub [55]. Ideal Brillouin flow is
used to provide a simple analytic model to compare with the simulation of a thermally
emitting cathode for which the near-Brillouin hub has finite temperature electrons.

The base physical parameters we have chosen to model are as follows. The mag
netic field, B, is0.271 T (O = 27r7.59 x 10® radians/sec). The distance across thediode, Lx,
is 2.16 mm and theapplied voltage, Vq, is 12 kV. For these parameters, thephysical scaling
characteristics are as follows. The hub height, dn, is 0.485 mm, so dn/Lx = 0.224. The
Hull cutoff field, Bff, is 0.171T, so B = l.bSBfj. The Brillouin density, njy, is 7.14 x 10^^
m"3. The electrons are injected with a current of 3 x 10® A/m^, so J = 1.42Jc. These
parameters are summarized in Table 2.1.

The particle emission model isalso summarized inTable 2.1. Case 1isisotropically
injected thermal electrons at leV. This temperature is hotter than physical thermionic
emitters and is used because the physical length scales are longer; therefore, fewer cells
are required. Isotropic injection at leV is used later in the paper when the magnetic field
is varied. Case 2 has no thermal spread in the transverse direction to the cathode (vyo)-
This case is used to illustrate the large effect that Vyo has on the Vx-x phase-space. The
emission in the x-direction is warm to reduce the fluctuations in the virtual cathode. Case
3 has a cold, drifting distribution in the normal direction and a thermal distribution in the
transverse direction. The 1 eV drift in the x-direction keeps the density at the cathode
finite, p = J/vxQ. Cold injection has larger amplitude virtual cathode oscillations than the
warm cases. Case 4 has isotropic thermal injection at 0.25 eV. This injection temperature
is approaching cathode temperatures used in laboratories.
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Before discussing the results, a brief discussion of the numerical challenges en
countered during thisstudy is in order. Thedisparate length scales caused by the presence
of a virtual cathode leads to difficulties in resolving a space-charge limited micro-sheath.
The virtual cathode causes the formation ofa micro-sheath that has a length scale much
shorter than the Brillouin hub height. Using Poisson's equation, = —p/eo, and injec
tion cmrent density, J = pu, a simple estimate ofan unmagnetized micro-sheath length
scale can be obtained by assuming a potential drop on the order ofkT ~ mv^ within the
micro-sheath. The micro-sheath length scale is estimated to be L"^ = m€ovfv/{eJ). Here,
vt is the thermal velocity, and v is the average speedof the particles normal to the cathode
surface. For injection of a thermal distribution, v is on the order of vi. (This formula is
similar to the formula for Debye length, since v controls the density ofthe particle moving
away from the cathode.) This unmagnetized length scale assumes that |jE7| < \vyB\.

One consequence of the short space scales (Ls small) is a large gradient of the
electric field at the wall, requiring the injected particles to be time-centered correctly [107].
The small grid spacing, Aa;, needed to resolve the micro-sheath requires the use ofa small
time-step, At, to assme accurate sampling of the fields. The large density, lOuHi in
the micro-sheath also constrains the time-step because of the need to resolve the plasma
frequency, UpAt < 0.2, where Wp = e^n/{eom). To resolve the characteristic scale lengths,
the following numerical parameters are used in the simulation. The time-step. At, is 8 x
10-13 seconds and the grid size. Arc, is 0.0027 mm; therefore, there are 800 cells across the
system. For this problem, the unmagnetized micro-sheath scale {Ls) for the 1 eV injection
is 0.0035 mm, which is about 1.3 cells. We have done simulations with as many as8192 cells
(using double precision arithmetic) to as few as 50 cells and have found that the results do
not change much for Arc < Lg.

One symptom of poor resolution is detachment of the Brillouin hub from the
cathode, which is observed as a density depression after the micro-sheath. InFig. 2.2, Case
3 shows detachment of the Brillouin hub because particles are injected with zero thermal
spread in the rc-direction (the transverse direction has the same thermal spread as Case
1). A zero thermal spread in the x-direction means that the length scale, Ls, becomes
very small making resolution of micro-sheath difficult. In Case 4, there is a slight density
depression after the micro-sheath indicating that detachment is beginning to occur. This
is because the lower cathode temperature in Case 4, once again, makes resolution of the
micro-sheath difficult.

2.3 Simulation Results

Fig. 2.2 shows the time-averaged density profiles for the four injection cases using
the particle-in-cell (PIC) simulation code XPDP1[49], as well as the ideal Brillouin fiow
density profile. The dominant feature in both the ideal Brillouin fiow and all of the PIC
simulation cases is asheared electron fiow along the cathode (y-direction). Fig. 2.3. However,
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All Cases B z 0.271 T ff. = 7.587 GHz^
Lx = 0.00216 m

^0 12000 V
dn = 487.7 m = 0.2258Lx
Uh = 7.106 xlO^' 1/m^ (/„ = 7.587 GHz)
B/Bh 1.58

Case 1 J 3 X 10^ A/m^
isotropic 'Bx 1.0 eV

T± 1.0 eV
Case 2 J 3 X 10^ A/m'^
Vx thermal only Tx 1.0 eV

Tjl 0.0 eV
Case 3 J 3 X 10^ A/m=^
Vx cold only Tx 0.0 eV

Tl 1.0 eF
Case 4 J 1.45xlOM/m^
isotropic Tx 0.25 eV

Tj. 0.25 eV

T^ble 2.1: Asummary of parameters used in the four injection cases.

there axe some differences between the two: (1) In ideal Brillouin flow there is no electron
motion in the x-direction, whereas for the simulated near-Brillouin flow, there is a spread in
the x-component of velocity, Ux, see Fig. 2.3. (2) Avirtual cathode or potential minimum
forms just in front of the cathode in the near-Brillouin flow. Because a thermal injection
current is used in the simulations, the potential minimum is neaxly steady with minimal
oscillations, similar to warm virtual cathodes in non-magnetized diodes [108] (or Chapter 6
of Birdsall and Bridges [26]). Associated with this virtual cathode is a high electron density
next to the cathode. (3) In the near-Brillouin flow there is a gradual decrease, or knee,
in the PIC density profile near x = dff. The knee in the density profile is caused by the
thermal spread of the emitted current in the y-direction. (4) The final difference between
the idealized flow and the near-Brillouin flow is oscillations in the current and potential
within the diode, which were previously noted but unexplained in references [103] and
[105]. Simulations indicate that the frequency of the peak in the spectrum is insensitive
to the spread in the x-component of velocity, the virtual cathode, and the knee in the
density profile (points 1-3). Hence, the peak of the frequency spectrum can be successfully
explained by a cold theory which neglects these insensitive parameters; with the addition
of damping, the shape of the spectrum is explained.
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2.4 Effects of Injection on Time-Averaged Brillouin Flow

The time-averaged densities from the simulations are shown in Fig. 2.2 and phase-
space in Fig. 2.3. One observation is that the thermal spread in the a;-direction, Vxt{x), is
much larger than expected in the cases that have an initial thermalspreadin the transverse
direction, Vyto. To illustrate thispoint, note that in Cases 1,3, and 4ofFig. 2.3, the thermal
spread in the ?/-velocity, Vyt(x), is about 1.0 eV. Compare this to the thermal spread in the
velocity inthe rc-direction, Vxt(x), which ismuch larger. Hotter thanexpected temperatures
(9 eV) have also been seen inexperiments done by binder [85, 86] and corroborated by E. A.
Ash [87] (quoted by G. D. Sims p. 183 [7]). This large thermal spread can be explained
by single particle motion in ideal Brillouin flow. Using time-independent conservation of
energy (and taking the cathode potential to be zero),

1 1-m(v^o + Wyo) = + Vy(xf) + q<^>{x, (2.1)

with the ideal Brillouin flow potential,

</>{x) = -nBx^/2, (2.2)

and momentum conservation in the transverse direction,

+ %o, (2.3)

we obtain

= vlo + 2nxvyo. (2.4)
Assuming that the initial thermal velocity in the ^-direction, Vxto, can be neglected for
X> Ls (the micro-sheath scale length) when compared to the average shear velocity, Vy{x),
the thermal velocity in the x direction, Vxt(a;), is approximately:

= 2^xVyto. (2.5)

In Fig. 2.3, the phase-space plots show that the spread isexpanding approximately
proportionally to x. This implies that much ofthespreading ofthevelocity inther-direction
is due to a time-independent effect. There is still a time-dependent effect that can be seen
in Fig. 2.3, Case 2 (the cold transverse injection case), by observing that, even in this case
that the thermal spread in the x-direction is larger than 1.0 eV.

One consequence of the above observation is that a very small transverse velocity
at the cathode is greatly magnified in the flow region. This increases the signiflcance of
the cathode temperature when compared to the diode voltage. Small changes of velocity
in the transverse (y) direction at the cathode result in large changes in the x-velocity away
from the cathode. Particle phase-space trajectories with the time-averaged potential from
Case 1are shown in Fig. 2.4; the left graph is a close-up of the cathode. The flgure shows
four characteristic particle orbits: The flrst trajectory, (a) Vxo = 3and Vyo = -3, shows a
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passing orbit that traverses the hub, returning to the cathode. The second trajectory, (b)
Ua:o = 3 and Vyo = 0, shows a passing particle that stays in the micro-sheath. The initial
velocity transverse to the cathode {vyo) is the difference between these two cases. The third
case, (c) Vxo = 3 and Vyo = 3, also shows a passing particle in the micro-sheath. The last
case, (d) v^o = 0and Vyo = -3, shows a trapped particle in the hub. The particles with
Vxo = 0 and Vyo = 0 or = 3 do not have orbits in the system, nor do particles with
Vxo ~ —3.

The effect of initial velocity in the ^/-direction can also be seen by comparing the
thermal energy at the cathode,

kT(x = 0) m -f i
eVo 2eVo ^ 12000

to the thermal energy at Brillouin hub height,

(3.7)

The magnification of initial thermal velocity cannot be obtained firom a straightforward
application of the fiuid equations (continuity, momentum, and energy conservation). This
might be of consequence when catenating the energy flux across the diode, due to the gra
dient in temperature, 3n{x)mvx{x)v'̂ {x)/2, where Ux(x) is the average speed and mv^{x)l2
is the average energy of a particle.

2.5 Effects of Injection on Spectral Content of Brillouin Flow

Fig. 2.5 shows the Fourier transform of the potential in the middle of the system for
Cases 1-4. All ofthe cases with thermal emission transverse to the cathode exhibit similar
spectra. The peak firequency is insensitive to the injection temperature or the injection
current, but is sensitive to the applied magnetic field, the diode length, and the applied
diode voltage. This large, sharp response in the potential and current spectra does not
occur for non-magnetically insulated diodes {B < Bfj), where charges fill the diode and
there is no vacuum region within the gap. These features will be explained by the circuit
model of the diode formulated below.

2.5.1 Series Resonance

For this section we will focus on isothermal injection. The potential at thecenter of
the diode for Case 1is shown (without the other injection cases) as a function of firequency
in Fig. 2.6; the large dc component (<^(/ = 0)=6870 V) is off the scale. The potential at
the center of the diode shows a large signal at the same frequency, which is just below the
cyclotron frequency, Q.
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Figure 2.3; Phase space for the four cases. In Case 1, the injection is isotropic. In Case 2, the injection
has a thermal velocity in the x-direction only. In Case 3. the injection is a cold beam with a 1.0 eV drift in
thex-direction, and 1.0 eV thermal in they-direction. In Case 4, the injection is isotropic with one fourth
the temperature of Case 1.
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Figure 2.6: Fourier transform of potential (the peak of the DC component has been cut off,
Hf = 0) = 6870 V) at the center of the vacuum gap versus frequency. The fit is the circuit model de
scribed in the text.

The oscillations may be explained in terms of a series resonance between the
electron-filled and vacuum portions of the diode. Beginning with the capacitance between
parallel plates of area A and separation d,

O = eo€i2—, (2.8)

the diode is modeled assuming the electron plasma region of the gap (x < d//) is a cold
plasma-filled parallel-plate capacitor, and the vacuum region is a vacuum capacitor. The
relative and vacuum dielectric constants are eR and cq, respectively. It is shown below that
the plasma dielectric constant has an inductive component independent offrequency.

In order to obtain the electron plasma dielectric constant in a magnetic field per
pendicular toanelectric field (same fields asinthediode being simulated), a fiuid description
is used. We employ the continuity equation.

^ +V•(nu) =0,
and momentum conservation equation.

along with Gauss's Law,

du
+ (" •V)u) = g(E + u XB),

V-E=^.
€o

(2.9)

(2.10)

(2.11)
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We follow the approach taken by Davidson on page 23-24 [82], but allow solutions which
depend only on x with a time-independent term and an oscillatory time-dependent pertm-
bation term:

n(xjt) = no(x)n(x)e^^\ (2.12)
u(a;,t) = uo(a;)-f-u(a;)e"*'*, (2.13)

^a:(a:,t) = Exo{x)Ex{x)e^^. (2.14)

The velocity vectors represent component velocities: Uo(a;) = (uxo(aj),iiyo(a7)) and u(x) =
{ux(x),Uy(x)). Substituting Eqs. 2.12-2.14 into continuity, Eq. 2.9, and momentum conser
vation, Eq. 2.10, Gauss's Law, Eq. 2.11, and linearizingwith respect to perturbed quantities,
the steady-state part of the equations become (Id, electrostatic analog of Eqs. 2.41-2.46 of
Davidson):

1 . .2
2 dx^

djnouxo)
dx

dUyQ
dx

Exq was eliminated in the simplification of the equations. Because there is no net particle
current across the diode (noUxo = 0), to obtain a non-trivial density, i.e. no > 0, the x-
velocity must be Uxq = 0. Using this value of Uxq in Eq. 2.15 one concludes that = ft^
(ng is constant). The j/-velocity at the cathode does not need to be specified in order
to solve this problem; only duyQ/dx = —ft. There is another steady-state solution where
duy^/dx ^ —ft; see thearticle byChristenson et. al.[105] for details onwhy thesolution used
here has duya/dx = -ft. Briefly, the argument for this solution is as follows. The cathode
emission fixes the Vy drift at the cathode to be near zero (thermal around zero); therefore
the electric field is near zero (uy = (E x B)/5^). Due to conservation of momentum of each
particle (not the fluid element), dvy/dx = —ft; for particle momentum conservation, it does
not matter ifVx = 0. (In thefluid momentum conservation equation ifttx = 0 then duyfdx
is not necessarily —ft. Once Uy is determined the electric field is established which in turn
controls the density.) With Uxo = 0, a;p = ft^, and dvyfdx = —ft, the linear perturbation
equations reduce to:

oJp - (2.15)

= 0, (2.16)

= -ft. (2.17)

. - dux
lun + no-—

dx
= 0, (2.18)

iujUx =

m
(2.19)

dEx
dx

Q ~
= —n. (2.20)

Eqs. 2.18-2.20 reduce to:

(1 - = 0. (2.21)
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Therefore, —1 CP/uP is taken to be the cold plasma relative dielectric constant for
shear flow. Note that the relative dielectric constant, e/j, is real, reflecting that the cold
fluid approximation has no loss mechanism and hence no plasma resistivity. The relative
dielectric constant is negative for < 12^. therefore, the plasma is inductive. To show the
plasma inductance, Lp, we will separate the plasma inductance &om the hub impedance,
^hubif*^) —^fi^Chuht where Chub —^o^RA/djj = eo(l —0,^/u}^)A/dH is the cold electron
plasma dielectric constant in a parallel-plate capacitor. The vacuum capacitance of the
electron hub is deflned to be = eoA/dn- Then the admittance, oftiie parallel
(LC) circuit representing the hub is

Yhub((^) = y \ X=iujCa„ +T-V- (2.22)
^hub{(*^) iu;Lp ^ '

Solving for the plasma inductance, we obtain hp —d/f/(€0^417^), independent offrequency.
The diode impedance is

=i +i = + (2-23)
The series resonance occurs when the total diode reactance is zero (A'(a;s) = Im(Z(a;s)) = 0):

= n</l - (2.24)

for B > Eh-

Fig. 2.7 compares the resonance frequency (the peak ofthe spectrum) measured in
the PIC simulations in mid-potential or current to the theoretical series resonance frequency,
given above in Eq. 2.24, for various values of the magnetic fleld. Fig. 2.7 shows good
agreement between theoretical series resonance and oscillations observed in simulation. The
dominant frequency is the series resonance in a Id crossed-field diode.

The series resonance frequency has been observed experimentally [88]. The flgmre
showing these oscillations has been reproduced in Okress [7]. The experiment was done in
cylindrical geometry; therefore the capacitance of concentric cylinders must be used in the
derivation of the series resonance. The series resonance model fits the data better than the
plasma oscillations or cyclotron frequency used in [88]. Only the peak of the frequency is
shown versus applied magnetic fleld so the spectrum can not be compared.

We will now show that a small change in the Hull field as B approaches Br
results in a large change in the series resonance. Fig. 2.7; therefore, the initial velocities
become more important. To quantify the effect of emission energy we will compare the
series resonances with and without the thermal correction. We start with the Hull fleld for

finite (but cold) injection energy: Br = y/2mVo/eLl -H {mvx/eh^- mvylehx, and define
the Hull field for zero injection energy as Brq = y/2mVo/eLl. The absolute difference in
the series resonance between the case with finite injection energy and zero injection energy
normalized to the cyclotron frequency, Aug, is:

Acjs = ojs(Br) —bJs(BRQ). (2.25)
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Figure 2.T: Series resonance found in a Id diode gap versus normalized magnetic field.

Defining two small parameters Cy = kTy/eVo and = kTx/eVo, then expanding Eq. 2.25
we obtain:

This (Eq. 2.26) confirms the trend that as B Bjj (us —> 0), the efiiect of small emission
velocities becomes more important. Note that the largest term in Aa;^ is proportional to
the square root of the Cy, so the emission temperature in the transverse direction is more
important than the emission temperature perpendicular to the cathode. Also, the effect of
the emission temperature is larger than one might first expect from the size of the small
parameters {^Cy is still small but it is a half-order correction, not a first-order correction).

Now we will expand on the simple circuit model for the plasma that we have
developed in order to explain the spectrum of the potential in the middle of the diode by
adding a voltage source to represent the noise ofthe particles and a resistor to represent loss
of energy though colhsions. The full circuit model is shown at the top of Fig. 2.8. Below
the full circuit model, there are two limiting cases that describe the important features of
the spectrum.

Starting with the parallel (LC) circuit representing the hub we add a resistance,
to the side of the circuit with the inductor. Note that €.qQ'̂ /vh is

the conductivity of the plasma, where vh is the collision frequency in the hub. Adding
Rh to the circuit is equivalent to adding a collision term, —miz/ju, to the right-hand side
of the momentum equation (Eq. 2.10). The source driving the oscillation (from particle
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noise) in the hub circuit is modeled as an EMF, Sh(cj). The micro-sheath is modeled as
another source ofnoise, Ss(cj), andresistance, Rg = i/sLs/(eoAQ^), where is the collision
frequency in the micro-sheath, and Lg is the micro-sheath scale length. The micro-sheath
noise source, Sg(uj), could also include the voltage fluctuation &om the external voltage
supply. The analysis of this linear circuit in Fourier space yields the total current, particle
current plus displacement current, at any positionin the system:

I(u) = {wes(u)uH +i[SsjoiW - +g/iM)))
+v„v,Ls/L^)(^2(1 + -uiA'

It is illuminating to look at two limiting cases; the first is when the micro-sheath is not in
the circuit (Sg((j) = 0 and T5 = 0, Fig. 2.8, b). The resulting current is

^ .. 2 2^• 2.28

The relation between the current and the potential in the middle of the vacuum gap is

(2.29)

90® out of phase as expected for a capacitor. The magnitude of the potential in the middle
of the vacumn gap is a Lorentz profile which may be written in the form

i, ... Lxdff

To ehminate the micro-sheath from the simulation, a simulation was run with isotropic
emission (Case 1) until it reached equiUbrium. Then the particle injection was turned oflt
and the spectrum calculated. A spectrum of the potential in the middle of the vacuum
gap is shown in Fig. 2.9 with the cathode particle injection turned oflF with a fitted Lorentz
resonance profile. Without the cathode micro-sheath the dip at the cyclotron frequency is
removed as predicted by Eq. 2.30. This simplified potential spectrum formula (Eq. 2.30)
shows that the collisions cause the width in the peak of the spectrum.

The other hmiting case is with the source in the plasma tmned off = 0,
Fig. 2.8, c). This is the case when the virtual cathode oscillations are large or the system
is driven though an external circuit. This circuit model results in the current response

/((j) = fPfi ue,(w){vHU +i(u^- '̂̂ )) „ jj.
oifns - (n2 +vgv,L,IL^) 0)2 + (n2(i + _„2y

In Eq. 2.31, there is a dip (pole) in the frequency spectrum of the current when uP- —
This circuit model also exhibits a peak in the frequency spectrum at u}g. This circuit model
represents the dominant mode if the system is driven from the boundaries.
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Hub
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Figure 2.8: Diagram of the circuit model described in the text. The top circuit (a) is the full circuit
model. The middle circuit (b) is a model of the hub without the virtual cathode. The bottom circuit (c)
IS a model where the virtual cathode (or external drive) dominates the system; this configuration gives the
pole above the cyclotron firequency.
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Figure 2.9; Fourier transform of potential versus frequency for Case 1with the cathode injection turned
off at the center of the vacuum gap. Turning off the cathode injection removes the idip in the spectrum
around the cyclotron frequency.

To further analyze the frequency spectrum from the PIC simulation, the PIC
spectrum isfitted to thecircuit model spectrum. The circuit model has four free parameters:
the collision frequency in both the plasma (ufj) and the micro-sheath (i/g), and the sources
of the noise in the plasma {£h) ^-^d micro-sheath (^s). The magnitude ofthe potential is
obtained in the middle ofthe vacuum region using thecurrent (Eq 2.27) and theimpedance
ofa vacuum capacitor ofhalf the vacuum region (Eq 2.29). The magnitude ofthepotential
in the middle of the vacuum region can be written as

|0mtd(^)| =
{Lx+dH)^+(ga(Shilo)+£a(<^)))'^) ^ '̂̂ (2.32)

Afit to thespectrum ofthe potential inFig. 2.6 is obtained using theLevenberg-Marquardt
method [109] and isalso shown inthe same figure. The parallel resistor in theplasma driven
by the virtual cathode appears as a dip in the spectrum that occurs slightly above the
cyclotron frequency. The dip in frequency approaches the cyclotron frequency as collision
frequency in the hub goes to zero. The micro-sheath collision frequency (z/^) turns out
not to be important in the fit of the model to the data. The 95 percent confidence interval
for micro-sheath collision frequency is 0 < 1/^/0 < 22. The 95 percent confidence interval
is defined as the range in parameter space that contains 95 percent of the total number of
points in the PIC spectrum. Since, Vg has a very small effect on the fit of model to the
data from the PIC simulation it is set to zero. The collision frequency, lyjj, is shown as
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Figure 2.10: The collision frequency, uh, from PIC simulation as a function of the thermal injection
velocity with the solid line showing the scaling of Coulomb collisions.

a function ofthe thermal injection velocity inFig. 2.10 and as a function of the magnetic
field in Fig. 2.11. The error bars in each figure shows the 95 percent confidence interval.

We will justify that that the type ofcollision causing this damping is Id Coulomb
collisions. For a Id non-neutral plasma, the force between two particles is independent of
the distance. Therefore, the Coulomb cross-section, a, is independent ofvelocity. Hence,
although PIC has a reduced force between particles within a cell, the relative error in Id
scales like the ratio of particles in a cell to the total number of particles, or as Ax/dff
for a uniform density hub. The Coulomb collision frequency is Ve-e = nav, where n is
density, a is the Coulomb cross-section, and v is velocity. We take the velocity for the
Coulomb collisions to be the thermal injection velocity, and the density is obtained from
the relation The cross-section can be estimated from the simulation by the best-
fit slope ofcollision frequency as a function ofthermal velocity. Fig. 2.10; it is calculated
to be (7 = 3.0 X10 ^®m^. The slope of the line in Fig. 2.11 is calculated from the cross-
section obtained from Fig. 2.10. This line is consistent with most ofthe data points. The
two points for the lowest magnetic field might be invalid because not all of the particles
are insulated from the anode in those cases. The non-neutral Coulomb collision scaling is
different in higher dimensions so that the scaling of the damping in a laboratory device
would be different than that shown here [110].
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Figure 2.11: The collision frequency, i/^, from PIC simulation as a function of the magnetic field
with the solid line showing the scaling of Coulomb collision obtained from the fit to the data shown in
Fig. /refdamping.vO.

2.5.2 The Relationship Between the Series Resonance and the IN^agnetron
or Diocotron Mode

The relation between the magnetron mode or diocotron mode and the series res
onance is is discussed in this section. Davidson's Eq. 6.28 [82] is the eigenvalue equation
from which the diocotron dispersion is obtained; it was derived using the guiding-center
approximation, which is good for low-density plasma (cOp This approximation is
not appropriate for the densities in the gap simulated here. However, the diocotron insta
bility can also be derived from Eq. 5.56 of Davidson which uses the cold fluid equations
[111, 1,112], and isappropriate for comparison to our model. Eq. 8.12.3 ofDavidson isused
to find the magnetron mode and can be obtained from the single species, planar limit of
Eq. 5.56. It is instructive to obtain the ky 0 limit of those modes which do not result in
the frequency going to zero. Starting with Davidson's Eq. 8.12.3 on page 502, the following
equation is obtained:

A n 1.29x {v)-kyVyix)y-{Sl^-u^{x))) dx ) S {w-kyVy{x)y^-{il-^-u^{x)))
_ kM(x) a f , \

Ul-kyVy{x) dx \ {W-kyVy{x)Y-{'[);^-U}l{x)) ) '
(2.33)

where Ex(x) = -&<j){x)ldx. Using the same steady-state solution and Vy(x) =
—Ox) previously applied in calculating the cold dielectric constant, and expanding to first
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order in ky, we obtain

((a,/n)((a,/»)^ - 1) - 2ky:c)S^ - 2ky^ „
(a;/n)3 -

It is possible to let ky = 0, in Eq. 2.34, recover Eq. 2.21, and then apply the boundary
conditions below, and thereby obtain the series resonance. However, obtaining a dispersion
relation and showing the transition from finite ky to ky = 0 lends stronger support to the
theory that the series resonance is the cutoff of the 2d eigenmode equation. In the vacuum
region, the eigenmode equation is

- kf4,{x) = 0. (2.35)

To first order in ky, this is = 0. At the boundary ofthe plasma (x = dn)-, the normal
electric displacement field and tangential electric field must be continuous, yielding

ox dx
4

and iky(j)(djj) = iky4>(d'̂ ). (2.36)

The boundary conditions for the anode and cathode are ^(0) = 0. Applying these
boundary conditions we obtain the eigenmodes in the plasma:

"(flix) = i (a;/fi)((u;/fi)^-l))' 0<X Kdn, , .
\ci(r-X,), dH<x<Lx, ^ ^

with the dispersion relation

(a./n)((c./n)2-i)^- (2.38)

The solutions to Eq. 2.38 are plotted inFig. 2.12 for small values ofky with djj = 0.224La;
together with the magnetron resonance condition ((cjr ~ using the maximum
shear velocity {vy = —Cldff). The magnetron resonance and series resonance conditions
are plotted on the same graph to show that the magnetron instability and series resonance
mechanism are different. Our Fig. 2.12 is similar to the dispersion relation obtained by
Kaup and Thomas and plotted in their Fig. 3 [61]. To finally obtain the limit as ky 0,
we need to apply rHopital's rule to the dispersion relation, Eq. 2.38, and solve for w. Upon
doing so, we obtain the series resonance frequency of Eq. 2.24.

2.6 Conclusions

We have shown theoretically and throughself-consistent PIC simulation that series
resonance oscillations are the dominant oscillation in insulated {B > Bh) Id crossed-field
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Figure 2.12; Dispersion relation for finite ky (solid lines) showing that the ky 0 limit ofthe mode is
the series resonance. The magnetron resonance condition is also shown (dashed line). This shows that the
magnetron instability and series resonance mechanism are different.

diodes. This resonance is the cutoff of the 2d eigenmodes of the diocotron mode and/or
magnetron mode. The virtual cathode oscillations are shown to drive the series resonance

as well as noise in the Brillouin hub. The time-averaged state obtained in PIC simulation
is similar to ideal Brillouinflow. The series resonance is shown to be damped by Coulomb
collision which depend on the the temperature of the electron hub. The hub temperature,
which is much hotter than the cathode temperature, is shown to depend mostly on the
initial velocity parallel to the cathode surface perpendicular to the imposed magnetic fleld.
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Chapter 3

Surface wave enhanced collisionless

transport in a bounded
crossed-field non-neutral plasma

Submitted to Physics of Plasmas

3.1 Introduction

Electron flows in crossed electric and magnetic flelds occur in many devices such
as magnetrons[7], crossed-field amphflers[7], and magnetically insulated diodes[50]. A fun
damental aspect of crossed-field flow is that both the single-particle and fluid descriptions
of the electron motion in the dc field configmration predict a cutoff condition where the
electrons are insulated from the anode. This condition occurs when the magnetic field is
greater than the Hull cutoff field [50]. There have been many anode-current measurements
showing that the cutoff law is not strictly obeyed [50, 51, 52, 53]. The addition of ther
mal emission from the cathode was unable to explain the absence of a cutoff [54, 31, 33].
However, the addition of a thermal injection does "smooth" the cutoff and expands the
Brillouin hub [55]. Harvey [56] analyzed the effect of emission velocities, tilt of the mag
netic field, unequal cathode potential, cathode eccentricity, space charge, and fringe fields
and although the cutoff field could be appreciably increased, none of these effects could
be found to accoimt for the violation of the cutoff formula. All of these theories are time

independent.

Electron shear flow can be unstable to slipping-stream or magnetron instabil
ity which cause spontaneous field fluctuations in these diodes that was first explained
by Buneman [1]. Various aspects of this instability have been studied over the years
[82, 113, 114, 115]. The eigenmode equation for the slipping stream instability is described
by Eq. 8.12.3 of Davidson on page 502 [82]. The magnetron instability occurs when the
Doppler-shifted frequency ofthemode isequal to the cyclotron frequency
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Davidson page 500 [82]) within the electron hub. Another instability that can be derived
from the cold fluid equations is the diocotron instability. The diocotron instability mecha
nism is the coupling oftwo surface waves on two plasma vacuum interfaces with the body
wave perturbation within the electron layer (Davidson page 336 [82]). This instability gen
erally occurs for lower density sheared non-neutral electron flow where the guiding-center
approxunation can be made. These time-dependent flelds can transfer energy and momen
tum to the particles.

Quasi-linear cold fluid approaches have also been used [60, 61, 62] where the os
cillatory part of the solution is used to slowly change the evolving background density. A
leakage current has been calculated by Kaup and Thomas [61, 62] using this approach.
Another quasi-linear approach to diffusion in crossed-fleld devices used the steady-state
Fokker-Planck equation with quasi-linear diffusion coefficients to obtain the leakage current
across an insulated diode [63].

There have also been attempts to explain the deviation from the cutoff condition
using a statistical mechanics treatment [37, 64]. In this theory the diffusion tensor ispropor
tional to the long wavelength growth rate oftheshear flow instabiUty described byBuneman
[1]. The statistical mechanics approach done by Mouthaan and Susskind [37] agrees with ex
periments done at Berkeley by Hoag [65] in the 1950's. The validity of this theory was later
disputed by Kuznetsov and Berbasov [66], because it did not agree with their experimental
observation. A statistical approach was also taken by Hok [67] in which he calculated the
space charge distribution in a magnetron. He assumed that the momentum changes were
isotropic and that infinitesimal momentum changes have, by far, the largest probability, so
that all momentum exchange may be considered to take place between adjacent volumes
in phase space. This resulted in a space charge density that decreased linearly from the
potential minimum to zero at the anode.

In this paper, we take a singleparticle motion approach where the fast oscillation of
the flelds causes a slow net change in the canonical momentum of the electrons. The electron
momentum changes slowly compared to the fluctuation of the flelds. The fluctuation of the
fields is on the order of the cyclotron frequency, and the transfer of canonical momentum
takes place on the order of hundreds of cyclotron periods. We compare our theoretical
estimation ofthe electron driftacross a magneticsdly insulated smooth-bore diode (B > Bh)
with self-consistent PIC simulations and find that this slow drift of electrons compares well
with most of the crossed-fleld transport. This theory does not explain the rapid transport
of electrons to the anode during a current spike. Similar bursts of electrons to the anode
have been observed in experiments by Maron [116]. During the time of slow transport of
the electron across the diode, the simulation looks qualitatively similar to the oscillatory
steady-states that Kaup and Thomas obtain using a quasi-linear cold fluid approach [62].
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3.2 Model

The model simulated in this study is a planar smooth-bore diode as shown in
Fig. 3.1. We make use of Brillouin flow, a Id equilibrium solution, to compare with our
simulations and as the unperturbed solution for our crossed-fleld electron transport. An
external insulating magnetic fleld (B) is imposed parallel to the cathode surface. The
Hull cutoff fleld (Bh) is deflned as the minimum magnetic field for insulation [50], such
that a single electron leaving the cathode with velocity Vxo perpendicular to the cath-
ode and velocity Vyp parallel to the cathode would just make it to the anode: Bh =
y'2mVo/eL| + {mvxo/eLx)^-mvyo/eLx. Here, Vq is the voltage across thediode, L® is the
diode gapseparation, e is the absolute value ofthe charge ofan electron, and m is the mass
ofan electron. Ideal Brillouin flow is a time independent Id solution (variation in x only,
B in the z direction) to the cold fluid equation, Ux = 0 and Vy = -fia;, where ft = q/Bm is
the signed cyclotron frequency. The Brillouin flow density profile is uniform between x = 0
(cathode) and x = dn with a value ofnn = eoB^/m] at this density the plasma frequency
equals thecyclotron frequency = ft^). The hub height isdn = Lx{l - y/1 - {Bh/B)^).
For ideal Brillouin flow, theelectric field within the hub varies linearly with x asEx = QBx,
and then becomes uniform {Ex = QBdn) in the vacuum region outside the hub [55]. Near-
Brillouin flow has a small velocity spread inx, a gradual decrease inthedensity near x = dn
and could have a virtual cathode with a high electron density next to the cathode. Thermal
emission from the cathode is used in the PIC simulations explored in this study.

For magnetic fields larger than the Hull cutoff field the critical injection current
density (Jg) isdeflned as the largest current density for which a steady cycloidal flow solution
exists [103]. Cycloidal flow is deflned as a steady state in which each electron executes a
simple, cycloidal orbit and returns to the cathode with the same energy with which it was
emitted. For injection currents above the critical current, electron flow is disrupted, and a
turbulent steady state is formed that is close to, but not exactly, Brillouin flow [55]. The
injection current in the simulations in this paper is above the critical current; therefore,
the flow is tiurbulent. For currents below the critical current, the cycloidal flow has been
found to be easily destabilized, and may be disrupted by a small rf voltage [104], by a
small resistor added to an external circuit [105], or by a small misalignment ofmagnetic
fields [106]. Once disrupted, the cycloidal flow collapses into a near-Brillouin flow that is
almost identical to the turbulent flow resulting from injection currents above the critical
current density. Ideal Brillouin flow is used to provide a simple analytic approximation to
the near-Brillouin hub of the simulations. The simulations employ a thermally emitting
cathode resulting in a finite temperature electron hub.

The base physical parameters we have chosen to model are as follows. The mag
netic fleld {B) is 0.271 T (ft = 27r7.59 x 10® radians/sec). The distance across the diode
{Lx) is 2.16 mm and the applied voltage (Vq) is 12 kV. For these parameters, the physical
scaling characteristics are as follows. The hub height {dn) is 0.485 mm, so dn/Lx = 0.224.
The Hull cutoff field (Bh) is 0.17IT, B = 1.58B/f. The Brillouin density {uh) is 7.14 x lO^^
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m"^. The electrons are injected with a current of 3x 10' A/m^; J as 1.42Jc- The Injection
temperature is 1.0 eV, this is hotter than thermionic cathodes used in laboratories, but is
used because it makes the space scales of the simulation larger, thus easier to resolve in
simulation.

3.3 Slow Drift Theory

In this section we derive the slowchange of the canonical momentum which drives
the electron drift across the diode. The momentum change is caused by a ponderomotive-
like force where the electrons are interacting with a surface wave. The wave is caused by
the shear-flow instability and the net change of electron momentum from one cycle to the
next is small. We estimate this change and the resulting transport that it causes across the
magnetically insulatedgap. We flnd that the slowly changing canonical momentum plays a
larger role in the transport across the diode than the energy. There is no mechanism in our
system that will impart enough energy to the electrons quickly enough to cause transport
across the diode.

We obtain a ponderomotive-like force by adding a harmonically oscillating po
tential that is periodic in the ^/-direction to the Id Brillouin steady-state. To obtain this
ponderomotive-like force wewillstart with the Lorentz force equation for the electrons that
is

X = —Ex + ^Vy and y ——By - (3.1)
m m

Using the dc Id Brillouin potential (<^o(a^) = -^Bx^/2 ioiO <x Kdn and Q.BdH(dHl^-x)
for X > dn) and adding the harmonically oscillating solution that is periodic in the y-
direction, the potential can be written as

^{x,y,t) = Mx) + (3.2)

Using the electrostatic approximation, the electric field is curl free and can be written as

E = —V^. The electron trajectory is approximated as a harmonically oscillating solution
added to the Id steady-state Brillouin solution {vx = 0,Uy = —Qx + Uyo). The electron
trajectories can be written as

x(<) = xo + Xie'*'"-""' and y{t) = (vyo - (lx)t + j/ie''*!'-""'. (3.3)

The electron trajectories (Eq. 3.3) combined with the harmonically varying potential (E-
q. 3.2) and Lorentz force equation (Eq. 3.1) constitute a linearproblem in which the complex
amplitudes of the perturbed trajectories can then be obtained in terms of the perturbed
potential.

Since a quasi-linear approach is used to flnd the change in the canonical momen
tum, we changed the complex representation of the perturbed trajectories to a real one.
This is because multiplying and taking the real part does not commute. The perturbed
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potential (with an arbitrary phase chosen to be zero) is ^(x)cos(kx - wt) with ^(x) real.
The instantaneous change in canonical momentum in the y-direction can be written as

dj)-^^mivy+Dx). (3.4)

Using the linear solution to the perturbed potential (the change of momentum of the dc
solution is zero) and expanding the amplitude of the perturbed potential to first order (i. e.,
4>{xq + xi) = ^{xq) -Ix\d^{xQ)/dx) and averaging over the Doppler shifted drive frequency
{kvy —uf)j we obtain the average momentum lost in the y-direction during a cycle

dPy ^ 1 dE^jx)
dt m4uCl dx '

Calculating the electron trajectories in a frozen (dc) Brillouinhub, wecan evaluate
the importance of the changing canonical momentum and total energy. The allowed orbits
canbe calculated using energy andmomentum conservation. Starting with the total energy,

H=q<f>(x) +^m{vl + (3.6)
we obtain a Id effective potential tl^{x) which is a function of the canonical momentum

iPy —i^Vyo = rn{vy + Dx)). The effective Id potential is

ip{x) = (vyo - Dx)^ + q<l>(x) (3.7)

The effective potential is plotted in Fig, 3.2. To compare the relative effect of changing
momentum and energy, we plot Vyo in the form mVyQf2 so that it has units ofenergy. The
sign of the momentum is ambiguous, but it is negative for the the cases plotted. Note that
the shape of the potential well is independent of the electron energy. The change of the
effective potential as an electron slowly loses canonical momentum is the underling reason
that electrons are transported across the diode. The energy of the electron dictates where
theparticle will sit in the well. As seen in Fig. 3.2, changing the momentum ismore effective
in allowing an electron to move to the anode than changing the energy of the electron. A
particle gainingenergy can get closer to the anode; however, it is also allowed to return to
the cathode. Anelectron that gains total energy will be quickly lost back to the cathode and
will not be transported across the diode. An electron that has lost canonical momentum is
unable to return to the cathode. The position of the effective potential miniinnm (xpm) as
a function of energy and canonical momentum is

mDiDx - Vyo) + = 0 (3.8)

For Brillouin flow (in the vacuum beyond the hub) the effective potential TninirmTm is

^pm —dff —VyQ/D. (3.9)
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The position, Xprm is the equilibrium point of an electron with canonical velocity VyQ. The
potential well is not harmonic, therefore, electrons with diflferent energy will have different
oscillation periods. The other point that is clarified in Fig. 3.2 is that once the electron
loses momentum or energy, it is isolated from both the anode and the cathode. Hok refers
to these electrons as 'secular' (in Okress[7]). Although all electrons that are collected by
the anode are at one time 'secular', the space charge (as shown by simulation) of these
electrons does not overwhelm the space charge of the Brillouin hub. The electrons that are
transported across the gap have a low space charge so the electrons in the Brillouin hub
control the fields.

3.4 Simulation Results

A diagram of the simulation region is depicted in Fig. 3.1. A suflSciently high
thermal electron current is injected from the cathode such that a near-Brillouin flow is
formed. Fig. 3.3shows the growth rate for the dominant electrostatic mode in the simulation
(the solid line) and the growth rate for the same mode as predicted by Buneman, Levy, and
Linson [1] (the dashed line). The theoretical model also predicts that this dominant mode
is the fastest growing mode.

After theinitial transient has past, and themode has saturated, thefollowing data
were taken. Fig.s 3.4 and 3.5 show the x velocity, versus a;, and y velocity, Uy, versus
Xphase space plots respectively. Both plots indicate that electrons extend out beyond the
Brillouin hub, that is, beyond a; = 1 in the plots. Notice that the Vx-x phase-space indicates
a much hotter population (approximately 15 eV in the near-Brillouin hub) than might be
expected based on the injection temperature of1 eV. This apparent heating of the electron
hub has be seen in experiment [85, 86], corroborated by E. A. Ash [87] (quoted by G. D.
Sims p. 183 [7]), and explained inreference [117]. The Vy-x phase-space plot shows theshear
flow inthe Brillouin hub and in the electrons beyond the hub. The Vy-x phase-space clearly
shows that the electrons beyond the hub region have a lower y-velocity than expected based
on the relation Vy = VyQ —Q,x. The lower y-velocities indicate the loss of momentum to
the time varying electric field described above in the theory. The canonical y momentum,
Pyi versus x phase space plot. Fig. 3.6, and the total energy, H, versus x phase space plot.
Fig. 3.7, indicate the loss of both momentmn and total energy, respectively, as the electrons
traverse the diode.

The momentumin Fig. 3.6 is normalized to the momentumrequired for an electron
to reach the anode with zero velocity in the x direction. The total energy in Fig. 3.7 is
normalized to the energy that would be gained by an electron falling through the voltage
drop of the diode. Figures 3.6 and 3.7 show that the electrons in the simulation have finite

Vx as they impact the anode.

The density is plotted in Fig.3.8 showing the Brillouin hub and the electronspoke.
The density in Fig.3.8 has been smoothed slightly by taking a time average of the density
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over a period that is short compared to the motion of the spoke.

In order to measure the collective transport of electrons, we inject marked electrons
rather than the normal PIC electrons over a time of roughly five cyclotron periods, a short
time compared to the time it takes the particles to traverse the diode. The marked electrons
are injected after the initial transient, i.e., after saturation of the magnetron mode. The
average position of the marked electrons is plotted as a function of time in Fig. 3.9. Fig. 3.9
shows linear behavior in time after an initial transient that is related to the marked electrons

entering the Brillouin hub. This linear behavior can be recovered theoretically through the
use of Eq. 3.9 and Eq. 3.5 by taking the time derivative of Eq. 3.9 and substituting Eq. 3.5
into that expression. The drift in this paper has the same dependence on the eigenmodes as
thefiux in the quasi-linear cold fluid approach taken by Davidson [60] (namely dEy(x) jdx).
Kaup and Thomas have used this quasi-linear method to calculated the second-order DC
current density [61].

As the electrons slowly move across the diode the tip of the density spoke comes
into contact with the anode and a current spike due to the expulsion of electrons occurs.
The wave form of a typical current spike is shown in Fig. 3.10, and the average distance of
all the electrons from the cathode is shown in Fig. 3.11. The time-averaged density before
the current spike is shown in Fig. 3.8, and the time-averaged density after the current spike
is shown in Fig. 3.12. The size of the density perturbation in the spoke greatly decreases
during the current pulse. The electron spoke gradually drifts across the diode, but once it
reaches the anode a rapid loss of some of the electrons in the spoke occurs.

The spoke density will build up again, and the process will repeat itself. The
interval between the current spikes is not constant in time, nor is the total charge deposited
by each current spikea constant. Maron [116] has found similarresults experimentally, that
is, variably sized current bursts and a varying time between bursts. While it is theoretically
possible to obtain a statistical comparison between experiment and PIC simulation within a
reasonable amount of time, it would take more computer power than is currently available.
Our goal in this study was to obtain qualitative agreement with experiment to confirm the
mechanism for electron transport across a magnetically insulated diode.

An extension of this work would be the addition of an slow-wave anode structure

to the simulation. The anode structure may have significant effect on the dynamics of the
system. We have chosen the smooth-bore anode because it is the simplest structure.

3.5 Conclusion

Electron transport across a magnetically insulated diode has been described in
terms of a ponderomotive-like force driving the electrons across the magnetic field. This
theorized mechanism predicts a transport of electrons linear in time across the magnetic
field. The theory is in good qualitative agreement with the results of self-consistent 2d PIC
simulation. While it is beyondthe scopeof the theory, the slow transport ofelectrons across
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Figure 3.1: Diagram of 2d smooth-bore diode model.

the diode is punctuated by current spikes due to rapid loss of electrons to the anode. The
current spikeshave also been experimentally measured in smooth-bore crossed-field devices
and noted in literature[116]. Qualitative agreement between the PIC simulations reported
on in this study and the experimental observations reported inliterature is noted; however,
a detailed comparison to experiment is beyond the scope of this paper.
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Figure 3.8: The density in the crossed-field diode showing the Brillouin hub and spoke beyond the hub.
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Chapter 4

Loading and Injection of
Maxwellian Distributions in

Particle Simulations

Submitted to Journal of Computational Physics

4.1 Introduction

We first observed injection difficulties when detailed comparisons were made be
tween Id and 2d diodes [118, 119, 120] when using common particle loading and injection
algorithms. The phase space plots (position-velocity; Fig. 4.1) showed incorrect velocities
with small gaps (incorrect position) in emission. The culprit was initiating the leap-frog
integrator with velocity, v and position, x at the same time; v and x should be At/2 apart
in time, in order to obtain second-order accuracy. The result of not time-centering the
velocity and position correctly was a zero-order error in each emitted particle.

For some models, this error might have a small or unnoticeable effect on the
simulation. However, in models we were (and are) studying for noise and stability in cross
field devices, these errors were unacceptable. Hence, the choice wasto devise a second-order
accurate method to start the leap-frog integrator.

The initial conditions of the particle distribution function, /(x,v,t = 0), where
X, V, and t are the position, velocity, and time respectively, are important in determining
the later behavior of the system, especially for the study of transients or instabilities. The
distribution function continues to be important for simulations with collisions using Monte
Carlo Collision (MCC) packages, but. the emphasis here is long time (longer than an ion
transit time) scale developments. The boundary condition of the particle distribution,
/(x = wall^Vft)^ (for example, thermionic, field or secondary emission) which may be a
function of time, is also important in determining the continuing behavior of the system.
These considerations are especially important for modeling diodes[121], electron guns[122],
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crossed-field emission[121, 123, 124], multipactor breakdown[125], and any time particle
emission is near the space charge liniit[117]. Incorrect loading and injection can often
manifest itself in non-obvious ways, such as larger than expected field fiuctuations; this will
be discussed in detail later.

Chapter 16 of Birdsall and Langdon [46] discusses some methods in wide use for
inverting densities n(x) and f(v) as well as the particle flux, T = vi/(x = wall,v,t),
where vj. is the velocity perpendicular to the wall. Although these boundary conditions
are required for many bounded PIC codes, a comprehensive accuracy or error analysis has
not appeared in the literature. The purpose of this paper is to expand upon the commonly
used injection and loading schemes, adding an analysis of the accuracy of a number of
techniques. This paper discusses techniques for converting model distributions (stated with
X and V given at the same time) into x and v suitable for the common second-order accurate
leap-frog integrator (with x and v half a time step, At/2, apart).

The organization of this paper is as follows. First, we will discuss and define cu
mulative distribution and scalings used in this paper. Second, we will review the inversion
of Maxwellian distributions and fluxes with the addition of refinements to improve numer
ical accuracy and ejficacy. Lastly, we will discuss several new methods for time-centering
particles injected from the edge of the simulation and compare the results of these new
methods in a crossed-field diode.

4.1.1 Motivation

In order to demonstrate the error, we present highlights of injection in a magne
tized crossed-field diode, previously simulated and published by Verboncoeur and Birdsall
[121] using the particle-in-cell (PIC) code XPDPl (X-Window Plasma Device Planar One-
Dimensional) [49]. A diagram of the diode is shown in Fig. 4.6, and the physical and
numerical parameters are summarized in Table 4.2; the complete behavior is given in Sec
tion 4.3.4. The theory for this diode was derived by Lau et al.[126].

Compared to the theoretical predictions, XPDPl version 3.1 (which used the old
initial advancefor x and v), obtains a small 0.2 percent error in the critical current, and a
large 64 percent error in the cathode electric field, and surface charge. Using the second-
order initial step presented in this paper, with the same numerical parameters, results in a
less than 3x 10~® percent error in the critical current, and a 4 percent error in theexpected
cathode electric field. These errors also illustrate that not all parameters in a simulation
are affected equally by the initial push. The critical current is insensitiveto the initial push
while the surface field was sensitive.

Phase space near the cathode, when the simulation is in equilibrium, is shown
for both old (zeroth-order) and new (second-order) initial step algorithms in Fig. 4.1. The
phase space shows the results of using the more accurate injection push; first, it removes the
incorrect spacing of particles in the successive time steps. Second, the correct positions of
the paxticlesproduces a space charge different than the incorrect injection; thus, the electric
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Figure 4.1: The particle phase space near the cathode emitter in equilibrium with the critical current
injected for the zero-order injection model and the new second-order acciu:ew:y injection method.

field that was used in the second-order injection method isdifferent from that produced by
the zero-order injection. These changes in the equilibrium state agree better with theory
[126].

4.1.2 Background

In the literature, papers that discuss particle injection and loading are usually
focused on reducing macro-particle induced noise inPIC simulations by careful ordering of
the particles in position and velocity space, called a quiet start. These ordering methods
are first attributed to J. A. Byers (1970) [127] and discussed and reviewed in 1980 by
Denavit and Kruer [128]. While quiet starts are not the main focus of this paper they
are applicable to the inversion algorithms presented here. Quiet starts are most useful
in transient or instability growth simulations when low initial noise levels are important.
Indeed, the intent of a quiet start is to postpone the development of thermal fluctuations
in a simulation; it can not prevent them. The following is a brief literature review of the
different methods proposed for reducing the injection andloading noise in a PICsimulation.

In 1971, Morse and Nielson [129] re-adjusted randomly picked velocities so that the
first moment (momentum) in each cell was equal to that of the initial distribution function.
This technique was expanded upon by Gitomer inthe same year [130] so that both the first
and second (energy) moments were correct. These methods yield a small reduction of noise
but do not have the published numerical problems ofthe the following schemes.

In 1972, Denavit [131] used a hybrid PIC model and numerical solutions of the
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Vlasov equation in order to reduce noise in phase space. The distribution function is
reconstructed periodically, as in Vlasov solutions, by a local averaging operation in phase
space. This distribution function is inverted to obtain particle velocities using the variable
weights. The analysis of this variable weighting method was later published by Gitomer
and Adams [132].

Gitomer and Adams [132] discussed two methods; oneassigned the velocities in an
ordered manner andanother varied theparticles weights. The first method, ordered velocity
initialization, can give rise to a multi-beam instability, which was predicted by Dawson [133].
The second method, variable particle weights, leads to a multi-beam instability [132], and
was later found to have a non-physical heat exchange between the particles of different
numerical weight [134]. Both of these methods are still useful because these non-physical
(numerical) problems are significant only in certain parameter regimes, which are discussed
in the articles.

In 1988 Lawson [135] modified the ordered velocity sequencing of Gitomer and
Adams [132] for flux injection, but cooling occurs dueto the particles becoming disordered,
giving up energy to the electric field fluctuations.

Inverting a velocity distribution requires an understanding of the ramifications of
using macro-particles. Denavit [136] discusses the effect of discrete particles and discrete
particle positionand velocity loading, forelectrostatic and Darwin (magneto-inductive) field
solves. For simulationsthat reach a steady state, an understanding of the effects of discrete
particles and fluctuations is important because quiet starts do not reduce the fluctuations
in steady state. Matsuda and Okuda [137] studied numerically and analytically the discrete
particle effect on drag and diffusion of particles in velocity space. Loading and injection are
mentioned briefly in these papers.

4.1.3 Cumulative distribution functions

The cumulative distribution function maps the distribution function variable (e.g.,
velocity) to a uniformly distributed set of numbers, R, typically normalized between 0 and
1. The cumulative distribution, F{v) is:

fMdv

where Vd and Vcu are the lower and upper cutoffs, respectively. The method of choosing R
in the cumulative distribution function may affect the results of a simulation (See Appendix
A). The cumulative distribution function will be inverted analytically whenever possible
and where it is not, it will be numerically. The numerical inversion consists of making
a second-order table and then interpolating the cumulative distribution function between
table values. The whole process is second-order accurate in table vMue spacing.
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4.1.4 Definitions and Scaling

Due to the ubiquity of the Maxwellian-Boltzmann velocity distribution, emphasis
has been on loading Maxwellian distributions and injecting MaxweUian fluxes. The meth
ods presented here axe also applicable to any separable continuous distribution function,

f{vx)fivy)f{vz)i with continuous and finite first and second derivatives. The Maxwell-
Boltzmann distribution is given by:

f{E) oc exp iw)' (^-2)
where k is Boltzmann's constant, E is the kinetic energy and T is the temperatiure .

A non-relativistic anisotropic Maxwellian distribution can be broken into three
separate one-dimensional distributions and then inverted independently; this separation is
properly exploited whenever practicable in this paper. For this work, the definition of the
ith component of thermal velocity, vu, is taken to be,

=\kTi. (4.3)
The thermal velocity of an isotropic Maxwellian is given by:

with u? = (4.4)
i=l

Using the Id definitions (Eq. 4.3) a Maxwellian distribution is defined as:

_

/(v) OC e (4.5)

With these definitions the standaxd deviation of the distribution is vu. The velocities in
this paper are normalized by Vf,V2 (the normalized velocity isequal to u/(vtx\/^)), in order
to simplify the equations, unless otherwise noted.

4.2 Loading a Maxwellian Velocity Distribution

The cumulative distribution function for a Maxwellian with both an upper, Vcut
and lower, Uc/, velocity cutoff in one dimension is:

-v ._w2

Fful n ^
•G" Erf(«c„) - Erf(t)d)'

where Erf is the error function. Solving for v:

V= Erf-i(flErf(t)c«) + (1 - fl)Erf(«d)). (4.7)
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With present day digital computers it is faster to tabulate Eq. 4.6 and then interpolate
within the table than to calculate Eq. 4.7 for each particle. Effective tabulation (numerical
root finding) and interpolation techniques using the attributes of cumulative distributions
are presented in Appendix B.

AMaxwellian distribution can also beinverted using the Box-Muller method [138]
and is presentedhere because it is easily modified for upper cutoffMaxwellian distributions.
This method transforms a uniformly distributed pseudo-random number to a Maxwellian
distribution. First, pick two pseudo-random numbers, i/i and 1/2, with 0 < < 1.
Because of the requirement that i/i and 1^2 be uncorrelated, this method is not well suited
for use with sub-random sequences. The sum of the squares, R? = I'l + is formed.
If > 1, then reject vi and 1/2, otherwise accept them. The Box-Muller transformation
returns two normal deviates,

/ ln(i?2) I \n(R2) ^ ^=^i\j and U2 =1/2^ (4.8)
This is equivalent to inverting vf{v) (see Section 4.3) and then randomly choosing an
angle to obtain two velocities. To show that this is the correct transformation between

uniform deviates and the distribution function, take the determinant of the Jacobian of the
transformation:

d{i^uiy2)
d{vi,V2)

du\ 9t/i
dV2fdui

yvi tfv2

If the Jacobian is a product of a function of vi and V2 alone, then each velocity is inde
pendently distributed according to each function in the product. The Jacobian for the
Box-Muller transform, Eq. 4.8, is

= - exp(-«?) exp(-!;^). (4.10)

The domain of the pseudo-random number can be scaled so that that it transforms
to a cutoff Maxwellian distribution. Since the Box-Muller transformation is equivalent to
inverting vf{v) and then randomly choosing an angle (Section 4.3), it can be solved for v
with an upper cutoff and then an angle can be chosen at random to obtain two velocities.
Let Rcu = where Vcu is the upper velocity cutoff. The transformation for an upper
cutoff Maxwellian is:

"1 = - In (fl^ + (1 - m Rcu), and
"2 = ^V''™-ln(«^ + (l-«'̂ )flci.)- ^ '

This method is not easily expanded for a lower cutoff; hence, the transformation for a lower
cutoff must be done numerically.

When the desired distribution is a Maxwellianwith a non-relativistic drift compo
nent, the drift, vq, can be added linearly, v' = vq+ v. For the relativistic case, the addition
is nonlinear; see, for example. Smith [139] page 117. For this section only, t;|| and vj_ are

(4.9)
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Figure 4.2: Comparing the effect of relativistic and non-relativistic velocity addition on a Maxwellian
distribution with uo = 0.96c and vt = 0.02c. The relativistic velocity addition shows different cooling in the
velocity components parallel and perpendicular to the drift, whereas the non-relativistic velocity addition
does not cool.

the velocity parallel and perpendicular to the relativistic drift respectively. The relativistic
transformation for the parallel velocity is

V|| + Vq
1+ VoU||/c2 '

and the transformation for the perpendicular velocity is

v' = .
7(1 +VoV||/c2)

Here

c is the speed of light, uq is the magnitude of the drift, and the velocities are not normalized.
A drifting Maxwellian distribution is appropriate if the beam has had time to thermalize in
the rest frameof the beam due to, for example. Coulomb collisions. The relativistic velocity
addition causes the thermal velocity components parallel and perpendicular to the drift to
cool, as shown in Fig. 4.2, compared to a non-relativistic velocity addition.

4.2.1 Time-Centering of Loaded Particles

Many PIC codes use a leap-frog integrator in order to integrate the equations of
motion for the particles. In the leap-frog algorithm, the velocities and positions are offset

(4.12)

(4.13)

(4.14)
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by half a time step, often called time-centering. In Sec. 2-7 ofBirdsall and Langdon [46] a
second-order method for time-centering particles at t = 0 is presented for uniform plasma
with the electron having an initial position of the form Xi{t = 0) = a;,o + a;ticos(fc5Xio)
with zero velocity; Xiicos(ksXio) is a perturbation ofequally spaced positions (a:to). This
method is first-order for when dsi/dt 7^ 0, or when B 7^ 0, or when, vq 7^ 0, as shown below.
This section will present a generalized second-order method for time-centering particles. In
this paper the velocities have been arbitrarily (but computationally efficient) chosen to lag
the positions at the end ofa time step. Time-centering will also be discussed for particle
injection in Sec. 4.3.1, applying the same formalism.

To formulate a numerical PIC injection or loading method, one can begin with the
Lorentz equation of motion,

mx{t) = gE(x(t),t) -|-9v(t) x B(x(t),t), (4.15)

which can be rewritten as,

x(t) = e(x(i),t) fl(x(<), t)v(t) Xb(x(t), t), (4.16)

where e = qEfm, O= q\B\/m^ and b = B/|B|. Continuous quantities will be denoted by
0, e.g., E(<) is the electric field as a continuous function of time.

Before discussing the half-step needed for loading, a review of the standard leap
frog integrator with the magnetic term centered by averaging [46] is presented:

Xn+i-Xn = v„+i/2A£, and
"^71+1/2 ~ ^n—1/2 ~ e^At-f- tan(fInAt/2)(v„_2y2 "b Vn+1/2) Xbn,

where n indicates the time after n time steps, = nM. Loading is usually done at t = 0
{n = 0), but to maintain generality so that we can use these results for injecting particles
from a boundary (Sec. 4.3.1) we will center particles at time (time step n). Discrete
quantities are denoted by subscripts, e.g., E„ is the electric field at timestep n. Tofind the
order of accuracy these equations may be combined and Taylor expanded around The
acceleration truncation error, will be defined as the continuous acceleration equation,
Eq. 4.16, minus the discrete acceleration equation, Eq. 4.17, at time,

^~x(^n) ~^®(x(^n)}^n) +^(x(tn)j tn)v(tn) Xb(x(tn)>tn)^
^^n+l~2Xn~l'Xn—1 _|_ tan(f2nAf/2)(Xnj-1 ~Xn —1)Xbn

Assuming that the discrete and continuous fields agree at integer time steps, theerror may
be simplified at the n th time step to:

F — ) *"+1 ~ *"-1 I /'^^(^nAt/2)(x„+i —X„_i) \ \^ -X(tn) ^^2 ^^(x(t„),<„)x(t„) 1xb„.

(4.19)
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Taylor expanding in time around and explicitly writing the second-order error term, we
obtain:

« = -n - «(x(t),<) (fi2{x(t),t)x(t) +2dttMt)) Xb„]
(4.20)

where dtxn is shorthand for (d/dt)^ and 0{At^) is a vector where the lowest order com
ponent is order n. Eq. 4.20 shows that the leap-jfrog integration is globally second-order
accurate. Prom Eq. 4.20 and the velocity update of Eq. 4.17 one might expect that the ve
locity would have a local truncation error of0{At^)] however, the velocity is only 0{At^).
Asshown here byTaylor expanding the position updateofEq. 4.17 and showing the second-
order term explicitly:

v„+i/2 = ^ =v((»i +l/2)At) +^dtttx{tn)Af +0(At^). (4.21)
It will be shown that the second-order loading (and later the injection) method will have
the same O(At^) local truncation error as shown in Eq. 4.21. The position, as expected,
has a local truncation of(!)(At^), which canbe shown from Eq. 4.20 andEq. 4.17. It would
be incorrect to assume that a fourth-order position injection and any second-order velocity
injection would comprise a second-order global method. In this case, the second-order error
in Eq. 4.21 cancels when it is differenced with v„_i/2 to form the acceleration:

= ^n+l/2-Vn-l/2
At

^ v((n+l/2)At)-f^dmx(tn)At2+0(At3)-(v((n-l/2)At)+^dtttx(tn)Af2+<!?(At3)) 22)
= v((n+l/2)At)-v((n-l/2)Af)

This shows how the second-order truncation error in velocity cancels when combined to
form the acceleration. This seemly trivial cancellation is the essence of the difficulty in
forming a second-order truncation error.

The proper way to obfain the truncation error of a loading or injection method is
to substitute the position and velocity into Eq. 4.19, the leap-frog error equation:

S = x(t„) -
^ ^ (4.23)

Here Xn is the position at time step n and v^_i is the velocity at time step n - 5, the
first position and velocity after time-centering. For Eq. 4.23 to be second-order, the local
truncation error in position of the time-centered particle, x„, must be at least fourth-order,
as in standard leap-frog. It is important that the position have the same truncation error
as leap)-frog because the particle position, Xn^ is used in the field solve at time step n. For
Eq. 4.23 to be second-order accurate, the velocity of the time-centered particle, v„_i/25
must have the same second-order local truncation error as leapnfrog (Eq. 4.21) because the
truncation errorcancels as the particle integrator advances (Eq. 4.22). Also, it is necessary
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to have the velocity error second-order, in order to have accurate current collection for an
electromagnetic field solve. In the analysis of the following methods the truncation error
will be kept through second-order in the Lorentz equation error (Eq. 4.23) and third-order
in v„_i/2.

We will analyze two loading methods. First the loading methods presented in
Birdsall and Langdon[46] with an added magnetic field. The second method is a second-
order method for general time-dependent fields.

Half Time Step Push for Particle Loading

First we willanalyze the method of time-centering presented in Sec. 2-7of Birdsall
and Langdon[46] inwhich the velocity ispushed back a half-step. This method may written
in the form,

Atv„_i/2 - v„ = -eY - tan(f2At/4)(v„_i/2 +v„) xb. (4.24)
Substituting Eq. 4.24 into the truncation error equation, Eq. 4.23, then Taylor expand
ing and applying the chain rule we obtain a first-order accurate method for general time-
dependent fields. Due to the complexity and length of the analytic expression for the
truncation error for this method with time-dependent fields, the expression is not shown
here. The local truncation error for the half-step velocity, is second-order.

The above method is first order in general, however, it is second-order under
limited conditions. For an illustration of when this method is second-order we will choose
the magnetic field to be zero, then the truncation error of the above method can be written
as

^ ^v(t„) •Ve(t„) -t- +C>(A<2). (4.25)
This truncation error (Eq. 4.25) will be second-order if the velocity (v(tn)) or Ve(tn) is
zero or Ve(tn) is perpendicular to v(tn) and the derivative of the electric field in time is
zero. These assumptions are true for for the loading of the perturbation in Birdsall and
Langdon (Sec. 2-7) thus their loading scheme issecond-order accurate for that special case.
The velocity error for zero magnetic field is

£„ =v((n -1/2)A4) -v„_i/2 = -i (v(t„) •Ve(f„) +̂ ^) Af.
(4.26)

Comparing Eq. 4.26 with the error in the leap-frog velocity, Eq. 4.21, we see the second
termon the right does not cancel, leaving the velocity with a second order local error term,
which is globally first order in the general case (per Eq. 4.25).

General Second Order Time-Centering for Particle Loading

The particle injection method discussed later (Sec. 4.3.1) is a generalization of a
second-order loading method where all the particle velocities and positions are known at
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time t„. (The injection method shown later is for particles that are injected at an arbitrary
time between time steps.) To save space we will not derive the specific results here and
the more general results later, but simphfy the more general results from Sec. 4.3.1. For
the second-order injection method past time step field values are used. However, for the
loading previous field values are not available; instead the time derivative of the fields must
be given as an initial condition to at least first-order. Therefore, the fields needed for the
half step push (a simplification of Eq. 4.52, with / = 0 and the time index on the fields
shifted firom n —1 to n) are

= n(x„,7i)-|22i|p!!lAt-lv„vn(x„,n)At,
b„ = (4.27)
e„ = e(x„,7i) - a'(y)Ai - iv„•Ve(x„,7i)A<.

The velocity half-step for the load (a simplification of Eq. 4.54) is

v' - v„ = - tan(n„At/4)(v' -|- v„) x b„,

Vn-l/2 - v' = ^ (e XbJl/At +(b(b •Vn) - v„)fi2
+v„ •^Ve 4- (Vf2v„) Xb-f xVb^ (4.28)
+ + X Xb) .

This simplified version of Eq. 4.54 is obtained because does not need to changed to be
time-centered and we have used the relation:

The local truncation error for the half-step velocity, has dfftx(t„)/24 as a second-order
term, which properly cancels in the leap-frog integrator. The global error of the leap-frog
integrator with this time centering is second-order.

4.3 Injection of Maxwellian Flux

The flux of a distribution is used to injectparticles from a boundary in the system.
This boundary may not be the physical edge of the simulation, just the computationalone.
Since the emission will only occur for velocities moving away firom the boundary, the coor
dinate system is chosen so that the positive velocities are moving away from the boundary.
A point that is often confused is whether a Maxwellian flux or a drifting Maxwellian flux
model should beapplied. Theelectron flux firom a hot (thermionic) cathode isa non-drifting
Maxwellian flux, which has anaverage velocity, Vave —/o°° vf{v)dv. To model electrons that
came from a Maxwellian source andwere accelerated (i.e., by an electric field), a Maxwellian
flux with no drift should be inverted (as inverting the distribution at the source) and then
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a velocity corresponding to the acceleration should be added (relativistically by Eqs. 4.12
and 4.13 or non-relativistically); a drifting Maxwellian flux should not be used.

A drifting Maxwellian flux is used to inject a thermalized drifting plasma. The
drifting plasma could be a beam that has thermalized due toCoulomb collisions, normally a
long time (distance) for beams. Also it could be used when the simulation frame is moving
through a resting plasma, for example, a space tether or spacecraft in the rest frame of the
space tether or spacecraft. The computational boundary emitting the flux represents an
infinite plasma.

The normal to theemitting surface defines the direction ofthe flux at the surface;
the other two directions axe not fluxes but distributions (as treated in Section 4.2). For
example, in Fig. 4.5 theemission flux direction normal to the surface is in thexi direction;
in the transverse directions, X2 and 0:3, the distribution is inverted (Section 4.2). The
direction ofthe velocity ofthe inverted flux is normal to the wall with a magnitude denoted
by V.

A Maxwellian flux without a driftat the emitting surface canbe inverted in closed
form, with or without cutoffs. The cumulative distribution function is

/; ve-'dv
R' = nv) = . , (4.30)

where E' is a uniformly distributed pseudo-random number, 0 < i?' < 1. Eq. 4.30 can be
integrated and then solved for velocity,

^ - In (R' exp (i;2) -f (1 - i?') exp (u^)). (4.31)

For a distribution without cutoffs, this reduces to

V= V- ln(l - R') = V- ln(fi) (4.32)

where R = 1- R' is a uniformly distributed pseudo-random number, 0 < R < 1; R = 0
is removed from the domain because an infinite velocity is not easily representable by a
computer.

For a Maxwellian flux with a drift, the velocity cannot be written in closed form.
Instead, the flux distribution must be inverted numerically. The cumulative distribution for
a Maxwellian flux with drift and upper and lower cutoffs is

This can be integrated:

^ ^ -hy/wvp Erf(t; - i;o) - ^vp Erfjvci - up)
e(^ci-vo) _ e(wcu-uo) + i>o Erf(ucu —vq) —•\/^vo Erf(vc/ —uq)
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For Vcu —> oo and Wcl ^ Oi

jy _ + 0Ft;o(Erf(v - vq) + Erf(vo))
^ e-o^ +V^Food +ErfW) "

The inversion of these equations to obtain v = must be done numerically. The
details of the numerical inversion axe in Appendix B. The integration for an arbitrary
distribution can also be done numerically. The effects of discretizing the distribution are
analyzed in Appendix C.

For a Maxwellian flux in which the drift is much larger than the thermal velocity,
this method can be approximated by a drifting Maxwellian as done in Section 4.2. A
drifting Maxwellian is easilyinverted using the Box-Muller transform, whereas, for a drifting
Maxwellian flux the inversion must be done numerically; therefore, it is advantageous to
use a drifting Maxwellian wherever appropriate. Most of the error (Maxwelflan flux minus
drifted Maxwellian) occmrs at uo± 1/V^ as shown in Fig. 4.3 with vq = 1, 3, 6, and 10. The
largest positive error occurs at.

1- ^l +2e2''o7r(l +Erf(uo))^
vpos = "0 + • ,2 „ ,, , (4.36)

2e"oy^(l + Erf(uo))

and the largest negative error occurs at,

1+^1 + (1 +Erf(»;o))^
Vneg = Wq + j"" —— . (4.37)

2e"o0r (1 + Erf(vo))

An analytic expression for the integrated RMS (1/2 norm) error is:

||error||£2 = — - 4uo + 6(4a2 + e^^o), (4.38)
2(a + voe"o) *

where

In the limit uq ^ 1 the ||error||£,2 = 1I{2\/^vq). The integrated RMS error is shown as a
function of uq in Fig. 4.4. Also, a Maxwellian with a relativistic drift and non-relativistic
thermal velocity may replace a drifting Maxwellian flux through the use of the relativistic
velocity addition of Eqs. 4.12, 4.13, and 4.14.

4.3.1 Time-Centering Injected Particles

Time-centering of velocity, v, and position, x, when loading particles is common;
however, time-centering injected particles emitted from the boundaries is not. Fig. 4.5
conveys the problem graphically. The authors have found two papers that have some dis
cussion oftime-centering at the boundaries. Lawson [140] states the need for particles to be
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Figure 4.3: The absolute error, Maxwellian flux minus the flux of a drifting Maxwellian, as a result of
using a drifting Maxwellian instead of a drifting Maxwellian flux for uo = 1,3,6, and 10 (vo normsdized by
V2vti).
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Figure 4.4: The integrated absolute error squared (L2 norm) as a result ofusing a drifting Maxwellian
instead of a drifting Maxwellian flux.
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Velocity

Position

n-1 n-1/2 n

Figure 4.5: To inject a particle in a time-centered manner in the interval (n —l)At < f < nAt, the
particle needs to be advanced from x(t) and v(<) to x(< = nAt) and v(t = (n—̂ )At).

time-centered, but does not provide a method. Schwager andBirdsall [141] uses an energy-
conserving reflection algorithm which time-centers the particle positions and velocities (due
to Lawson), but is not second-order accurate. Many simulations are not sensitive to the
shape of the emitted distribution function. However, it has been observed recently that in
some cases, time-centering is critical, such as in cross-fleld diodes and virtual cathode diodes
[119, 120]. Inaccurate emission ofa distribution function can be thought ofas changing the
shape of the emitted distribution function, which varies during a time step since the error
is a function of when during the time step the particle is injected. The difierence between
a non-time-centered distribution and a time-centered distribution is at most the change in
the velocity and position (the placement of the emitter) of a leap-frog advance. In other
word, if theposition (xn-f) and velocity (Vn_^) is used in the leap-frog advance (Eq. 4.17)
as (x„) and {'Vn-1/2) fbc change in position to (x„+i) and (v„+i/2) bounds the changes
that any of the time-centering methods in this paper generates during the time-centering
procedure. If this difference in distribution function is unimportant to the results of the
simulation the accmacy of the emission can be disregarded.

In this section, a second-order accurate method is derived for particle injection
at an arbitrary time with time-dependent, inhomogeneous flelds. Derivation of the meth
ods and an accuracy analysis are in Section 4.3.2, The performance (computer speed)
is discussed in Section 4.3.3. Comparison to analytic test problems and a self-consistent
simulation is in Section 4.3.4.

4.3.2 Injection Methods

To formulate a numerical PIC injection method, begin with the Lorentz equation
ofmotion, Eq. 4.15, just as in the time-centering ofloaded particles (Sec. 4.2.1). It will be
shown that the second-order injection method will have the same 0{At'̂ ) local truncation
error in(v„_j^2) (s^ shown in Eq. 4.21) so that this error cancel when the particle integrator
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advances (as shown in Eq. 4.22). The position, as expected, has a local truncation of
), which can be shown from Eq. 4.20 and Eq. 4.17. It is incorrect to assume that

a fourth-order position injection and any second-order velocity injection would comprise a
second-order global method because ofthe cancellation shown inEq. 4.22. The order ofthe
injection method is obtained by substituting the injection velocity and position algorithm
into Eq. 4.23. For Eq. 4.23 to be second-order, the local truncation error in position of
the injected particle, x^, is fourth-order, as in standard leap-frog. It is important that the
position have the same truncation error as leap-frog because the particle position, Xn, is
used in the field solve at time step n. Also, the velocity of the injected particle, Vn-1/2, must
have the same second-order local truncation error as leap-frog inorder tocancels the second
order error of Eq. 4.21 when substituted into Eq. 4.22. It is necessary to have the velocity
error second-order in order to have accurate current collection for an electromagnetic field
solve. In the analysis of the following methods the truncation error will be kept through
second-order in the Lorentz equation error (Eq. 4.23) fourth order in x„ and third-order
iu In many applications a general second-order method is not needed because
requirements are relaxed; for example, uniform fields or time-independent fields.

The five injection methods to be presented were chosen for the following reasons.
The method used in the plasma device codes [49] illustrates the inaccuracy of injection
when the problem was observed, which will be referred toas the 'simple' injection method .
The simple Boris push with fractional time step is a simple but much improved first order
method. The next three methods are second-order for special cases. The modified Boris
push with fractional time step is second-order for time-independent uniform fields. The
fractional Boris push with field gradients is second-order for time-independent fields. For
simulation parameters near these special cases the first-order error will be small. The last
method, using field values from the previous time step, is second-order for the general case.
Other second-order special cases may beconstructed; for example, past field values can be
used with the modified Boris push if a problem has time-dependent uniform fields.

Historical analysis of simple injection method

The first method to be examined was implemented in the suite of plasma device
codes from Berkeley [49] about 1988:

~ ^n—ff j and

Here x„_/ and v„_/ are the position and velocity, respectively, at the fractional time step
of injection, n — where / = St/At, 0 < / < I. The algorithm that is used to pick /
makes the current as continuous as possible by injecting particles uniformly in time during
a time step. Accumulated current that is a non-integer number of computer particles is
carried over to the next time step. To obtain the truncation error, substitute Eq. 4.40 into
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Eq. 4.23, Taylor expand around the n th time step, and apply the chain rule;

^=-\ ((/^ +2/ - l)S2nV„ Xb„ +/2e„) +0(At). (4.41)
Eq. 4.41 shows that this method is a zeroth-order accurate method. The position is second-
order accurate:

£x = -Xn = ~f^{en + l^nV„ Xb„)At2 4- 0{At^). (4.42)
The velocity is first-order accurate:

£v =u((n - l/2)At) - o„_i/2 =-(/ - i)n„v„ xb„At +C)(At^). (4.43)
This method is a poor choice because the lowest-order error in the Lorentz equation is
independent of At. One consequence of an error term independent of At is that it renders
a commonly used error checking technique useless. This non-rigorous method for checking
error for a given problem is to measure the result as a function of At. If the injection error
dominates the truncation error, the zeroth-order error is hidden and changing At will not
change the error even if it is unacceptable.

Simple Boris Push

This method is a generalization ofthe Boris push using fractional time steps. The
method depends only on the field values at time step n-1, ofwhich the first (zeroth-order)
method (called the simple injection method, Section 4.3.2) is a subset:

Vn-i/2 - ^n-f = eclAt -b tan(ftc2At/2)(v„_i/2 + v„_/) x b,
x„ - X„_/ = czYn-f/2^i, and (4.44)
Vn-//2 - v„_/ = ec4At + tan(nc5At/2)(v„_^/2 + v„_/) x b.

Here the parameters (ci,...,C5) are independent of At, and ^n-fl2 is a fictitious (not
accurate) velocity at the fractional time step n - f12, and n = n(x„_/,n - 1), b =
b(xn-/j7i —1), and e = e(xyi_^,n —1). Substituting Eq. 4.44 into the injection truncation
error equation, Eq. 4.23, then Taylor expanding, applying the -chadn rule, and choosing
the five parameters to cancel the error coefficients in the expansions results in a first-order
accurate method for general time-dependent fields. Due to the complexity and length of
theanalytic expression for the truncation error for this method with time-dependent fields,
the expression is not shown here. The truncation error for the post-injection position, Sx^
is third-order, and the truncation error for the post-injection velocity, is second-order.
Table 4.3 shows the truncation error for the three test cases that will be described later.

The method with c\ = C2 —f —1/2, C3 = /, and c/^ = = f /2 is rewritten as,

v„-i/2 - Vn_/ = e(/ - i)At + tan(f^(/ - 5)At/2)(v„_i/2 +v„-/) x b,
Xn - X„-/ = fVn-f/2At, and (4.45)
v„-//2 - v„_/ = + tan(n/At/4)(v„_j:/2 + v„_/) x b.

Thus, from Eq. 4.45 it is seen that this method is almost as simple as standard leap-frog
and has the minimum requirement that the error decreases with decreasing At.
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Modified Fractional Time Step Boris Push

In this section, the fractional Boris push is modified to make it second-order ac
curate for uniform fields. To make an injection method second-order accurate, the velocity
push must have an added term that is independent of the fractional time step, /, that an
injected particle is pushed, butwhich depends on the time step for the push. At. This term
is the lowest order truncation term from Eq. 4.21 (dt«x(t)A<2/24). As shown in Section
4.3.2, Eq. 4.22, the second-order velocity error cancels in the left hand side of the leap-frog
velocity update, Eq. 4.17, because ofsymmetry. On the right hand side ofEq. 4.17, the
second-order velocity error contributes only to the second-order acceleration error. The
entire truncation term (dttix(t)At^/24) will be taken into account later; however, for this
method only field terms independent of time and position will be used to construct this
term. Using the normalized Lorentz equation (Eq. 4.16), dmx(t) for a constant field is
difx(t) XB; this can be calculated efficiently using (v„+i_y - v„_/) x hH/At. Alterna
tively, ditx(t) XBcan be calculated using exbH -I- ^b(b •v) - however, this is
numerically less efficient because v is not known.

The position advance, unlike the velocity push, has no cancellation of error terms
due to symmetry. There is a neglected dttix.{t) term which is taken into account by a term
(vn-//2 —v„_/) Xbfl/At, similar to the velocity update.

A second-order method for constant fields that incorporates the previously ne
glected velocity truncation term (dtux.(t)At^124) is:

v' - v„_/ = eciAt + tan(nc2At/2)(v' -|- v„_y) x b,
Vn+i-/ - v„_/ = eAt -I- tan(nAt/2)(v„+i_y-f v„_/) x b,
v„-i/2 - v' = 6i(vn+i_/ - v„_/) XbQAt, (4.46)
Xn —X„-/ = Cz'Vn-f/2^^ + ^{^n-f/2 ~ Vn-/) XbflAt^, and
Vn-//2 - Vn-/ = 604At -f tan(nc5At/2)(v„_y/2 + V„_/) Xb.

Here the parameters (ci,...,c5), n, b, v„_y/2, and e are defined as in Section 4.3.2 and
parameters (61 and 62) are independent ofAt. The velocity, v', is the final velocity in the
fractional time step Boris push method (Section 4.3.2) and is now modified explicitly (all the
other velocity equations ofEq. 4.46, are implicit) by the truncation term (d«tx(t)At2/24)
discussed previously. Again substituting Eq. 4.46 into Eq. 4.23 and canceling all possible
terms, it is found that this method is first-order for general time-dependent fields, but is
second-order for spatial uniform fields. The truncation error for the injected position,
is third-order for general time-dependent fields and fourth-order for constant fields. The
truncation error for the injected velocity, is second-order for general fields, but for
uniform fields the truncation coefficient isdtttx(<„)/24, the same as for leap-frog (Eq. 4.17).
This results in a cancellation when going from the injection to the leap-frog integrator. The
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method is rewritten as,

v' - v„_/ = e(f - I)At-I- tan(n(/ - i)At/2)(v' + v„_/) x b,
Vn+i-/ - v„_/ = eAt + tan(0At/2)(v„+i_/ + v„_/) x b,
v„-i/2 - v' = - v„_/) XbfiAt, (4.47)
Xn —Xn-/ = fVn-f/2^t + 12 ('̂ n-//2 ~ V„_y) XbQAt^,
v„-//2 - v„_/ = + tan(f2/At/4)(v„_//2 + v„_/) x b.

This method is more complex than the fractional time step Boris push.

Field Gradient Fractional Time Step Boris Push

This method achieves second-order accurate for time-independent fields by using
the spatial derivatives ofB and E that are calculated and used on the injection boundary.
This method is based on the modified fractional time step Boris push of Section 4.3.2.
First, the fields that are used are modified by the derivatives with diflferent constants for
the velocity and position integration:

fit, = n - 1) -h div„_/ •Vn(x„_/, n - 1)At,
by = b(x„_/, n - 1) + diVn-f •Vb(x„_/, n - 1)At,
e„ = e(x„_/, n - 1)+ dsVn-/ •Ve(x„_/, n - 1)At,
fix = fi(x„_/,n-l)-Fd4V„-/-Vfi(x„_/,n-l)At,
bx = b(x„_/, n - 1) -f- dsVn-f •Vb(x„_/, n - 1)At, and
ex = e(x„_/, n - 1) -I- d6V„_/ •Ve(x„_/,n - 1)At.

Second, for the velocity push, the truncation term dttix.{tn) has the additional terms for
time-independent fields denoted by:

Cx = fi(x(t„))d«x(t„) Xb(x(t„)) -J- v(t„). (Ve(x(tn))
+Vfi(x(tn))v(tn) Xb+fi(x(t„))v(t„) XVb(x(t„))) .

Time-independent second-order solutions do exist without the new term, in the trun
cation term, dtttx(tn)/24, in the velocity push; however, the coefficients have a functional
form !/(/ —1/2) and are singular at / = 1/2; therefore, C,x will be used. Incorporating
and the fields modified by the derivatives of the fields into the previous injection method
(Section 4.3.2) yields:

~ ^n-f = ByCiAt -}- tan(fit,C2A</2)(v' v„_y) Xbu,
Vn+i-/ - v„_/ = eAt + tan(fiAt/2)(v„+i_/ + v„_/) x b,
Vn-i/2 - v' = 6i(v„+i_^ - V„_/) XbfiAt

-\-d7Vn-f'(ve +(Vfiv„_/) Xb-h fiv„_y XVb^ At^, (4.50)
Xn - x„_/ = csVn-f/2At + 52(v„_//2 ~ "^n-f) XbxfiAt^, and
Vn-//2 - V„_/ = 6x04A< -|- tan(fixC5At/2)(v„_^/2 + V„_/) Xbx.

Here the parameters {bi and 62)? (ci,..., C5), v„_y^/2» v', fi, b, and e are the same as defined
in Section 4.3.2 and the parameters (di,..., dy) are independent of At. Again substituting
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Eq. 4.50 into Eq. 4.23 and canceling all possible terms by choosing parameters results in a
second-order method for all time-independent field configurations, but a first-order method
for time-dependent fields. The truncation error for the post-injected position, Sx, is third-
order for time-dependent fields andfourth-order for time-independent fields. The truncation
error for the post-injected velocity, is second-order for time-dependent fields, and the
second-order term is dt«x(t„)/24 for time-independent field configurations. This method
(with dj = 1/24) can be rewritten as:

v' - v„_/ = e„(/ - i)At + tan(fi„(/ - i)At/2)(v' -b v„_/) x b„,
Vn+i-/ - v„_/ = eA< + tan(QA</2)(v„+i_/ + v„_/) x b,
v„-i/2 - v' = ^(v„+i_/ - v„_/) XbHAt

+^v„_/ •(Ve -f (Vnv„_/) Xb+fivn-/ XVb) At^,
/2 A

^n—f ^n—^n—/) ^ bajflAt^, and
—Vn-/ = + tan(f2a:/At/4)(v„_y/2 + V„_/) Xb^.

(4.51)

using di = d2 = ds = (/ - l/2)/2 and ^4 = ^5 = ^6 = //3 in Eq. 4.48. Without a field
gradient this case reduces to the modified fractional time step Boris push (Section 4.3.2).

General Second-Order Method

This is a method that is second-order for general spatially and temporally varying
fields. This method requires field values at a previous time as well as spatial derivatives of
B and E. Defining the field values to be used in this method to be a combination of old,
new, and spatial derivatives results in:

9" ~ (1 - ^i)9(*n-/,'i - 1) + tifi(x„_/,n —2)-b div„_/• Vfl(x„_/,n - l)At,
bt, = (1 - t2)b(x„_/, n - 1) -b t2b(x„_/, n - 2) -b d2Vn-/ •Vb(x„_/, n - 1)At,
e„ = (1 - t3)e(xn_/, n - 1) -b t3e(x„_/, n - 2) + d3V„_/ •Ve(x„_/, n - 1)At,
9® ~ (1 —̂4)^(Xn—/> U. —1) -b t4fl(x7i_^, n —2) -b di^n—^ ' V12(Xn_y, U—1)At,
bx = (1 —t5)b(x„_/, n —1) -b t5b(x„_/,n —2) -b ds^n-/ •Vb(x„_/,n —1)At, and
ex = (1 - t6)e(x„_/,n - 1) -b t6e(x„_/,n - 2) -b d6V„_/ •Ve(x„_/, n - 1)At.

(4.52)
For the velocity injection push, the dtttyjjn) trimcation term for time-dependent fields
contains the same terms, Cx (Eq. 4.49), as for time-independent fields in addition to the
following terms:

Ct = dee(x(t),t) -b dfn(x(t),t)v(t) x b(x(t),t) -b n(x(t),t)v(t) x dfb(x(t),t). (4.53)
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Therefore = citix(t) x B + + ft for general fields. Incorporating this into the
previous injection method given in Eq. 4.50 yields:

v' - Vn-f = eyCiAt + tan(J2t,C2At/2)(v' + v„_/) x b„,
Vn+i-/ - v„_/ = eAt + tan(J)At/2)(v„+i_/ + v„_/) x b,
Vn-l/2 - v' = 6i(v„+i_/ - v„_/) XbfiAt

+d7V„_y •^Ve 4- {VQvn-f) Xb+ xVb^ At^
+t7 (e - e(x„_/,n - 2) + x(b - b(xn_/,n - 2))
+(fi - ft(x„_/,n - 2))v„_/ Xb) At,

Xn —Xn-/ = C3V„_y/2At + b2('Vn-f/2 ~ ^n-f) XbxfiAt^, and
Vn-//2 - Vn-/ = 6x04At + tan(f2xC5At/2)(v„_//2 + V„_/) Xbx.

Here the parameters (6i and &2), (ci,...,C5), (di,...,d7), v„_^/2> v'j b, and e axe as
defined inSection 4.3.2, and the parameters (ti,..., t7) are independent ofAt. Substituting
Eq. 4.54 into Eq. 4.23, canceling all possible terms by choosing the ti,...,t7 parameters
results in a second-order method for arbitrary fields. The truncation error for the post-
injected position, £xi is fourth-order for general fields. The truncation error for the post-
injected velocity, 5^, has d«tx(t„)/24 as a second-order term. For this method tobe0{At^)
accurate, ^1=^2 = ^3 = (2/ - 3)/4, U = U = te = 2//3 - 1 in Eq. 4.52 and = 1/24
in Eq. 4.54. Since the only difierence between Eq. 4.54 and Eq. 4.51 is the term with the
tf coefficient added to the velocity update, this method will not be rewritten. With time-
independent fields this method reduces to the field gradient fractional time step method in
Section 4.3.2.

4.3.3 Computer Performance of Injection

The more accurate pushes are computationally more expensive. An operation
count for the methods described here is given in Table 4.1, in three spatial and velocity
coordinates; standard leap-frog is given as well. On contemporary computers the tangent
function is by far the most expensive part of the push. If the tangent is used, then the
ratio ofthe speed per each push is roughly proportional to the number oftangent function
calls. Because of the expense of the tangent call, a small angle approximation is almost
always used for time changing magnetic fields (if the magnetic field is time-independent
then tan(f2<5</2) can be calculated once and stored, on a grid for spatially r.ba.nging fields).
If the small angle approximation is used, the ratio of the multiplication operation count
will roughly be the ratio of the computation speed for each push. Therefore the fractional
time step Boris push, modified Boris push, Boris push with field gradients, and the general
second-order method are about 2.5, 4.7, 5.9, and 7 times as expensive as leap-frog. Due
to diflferent coding methods and compiler optimizations for implementing a push, a more
accurate ratio is hard toestimate. For example, for the leapnfrog push there is generally not
a function call overhead for each particle; however, for our implementation, each injection

(4.54)
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Method Operation Count
Addition Multiply Tan

Simple Push
Fractional Time Step Boris Push
Modified Boris Push

Boris Push with Field Gradients

Second-Order Method
leap-firog

7 6 0

43 56 2

89 105 3
110 129 3
123 155 3

21 22 1

Table 4.1: Operation count for the different methods discussed in the text.
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push does have a function call overhead. Also, more information is used in the higher order
pushes, past time field values, and derivatives of fields; the retrieval time firom the main
memory of the computer may be a significant part of the time needed to calculate the
injection push. However, due to the increase in accuracy the time step could be increased
by up to an order of magnitude with the same error, see Figs. 4.13 through 4.15. The
increased expense of calculating a higher order injection push is negated by a large savings
inpushing particles in the plasma bulk with a larger time step, assuming the bulk has many
more particles than are being injected each time step (it is difficult to constructa case were
this is not true). For single species diode simulation which willhave the fewest number of
bulk particles to injected particles, the ratio can be as small as a hundred.

4.3.4 Results

The test cases analyzed here are special cases ofthe crossed-field diode [121, 126],
illustrated in Fig. 5. For clarity, examples will be given in one dimension (XPDPl [49]);
however the general second-order method is implemented in XOOPIC [47] and XPDP2
[142,143] in 2d. Auniform time-independent external magnetic field, H, is imposed parallel
to thecathode surface along Under a constant imposed voltage, Vq, onthediode, theHull
field, Bh, is defined as the minimum field for magnetic insulation, such that one electron
leaving the cathode with velocity Vx would just graze the anode:

y \e\Lx \e\Lx' (4.55)

where m is the mass and e is the charge of an electron. The imposed magnetic field for
all the cases is 1.5 x 10 ^ percent below the Hull field, hence, electrons are collected by
the anode. For emission below the limiting current, Jc [103], all the cmrrent injected at
the cathode propagates to the anode. This current is also known as the critical current,
the largest current where a steady state cycloidal fiow exists. The definition of critical
current is also valid for solutions with fields larger than the Hull field where no particle
current is transmitted. The three imposed field test cases are idealized limits of this diode.
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Case 1 Case 2 Case 3

constant E gradient of E oscillatory E
0.5 eV

'^^ow/(2g) 0.5 eV

B i 337 G (|0| = 5.92617 xlOW/s)
A t 5 xlO"^^ sec {\n\At = 0.0296)
Eq -10® V/m -9.391x10^ V/m -10® V/m
El 0 -4.49x10^ V/m^ 0

e 0 22.4824 0

LJ 1 4.84580 1

E 0 0 1

Table 4.2: A summaryof parameters used in the three test cases.

summarized in Table 4.2. Theself-consistent case, summarized in Table 4.4, is a simulation
near the limiting current slightly below the Hull field, then comparing with theory [126] the
L2 norm ofthe density for different injection methods and number of cells keeping Ax/At
a constant.

Case 1 approximates the initial condition {t = 0) in the gap. Initially, the gap is
empty and there is a large vacuum electric field with no gradient. Case 2 approximates the
steady state behavior ofthegap for currents below thecritical current. At steady state the
electric field is smaller than the vacuum case, and the electric field gradient is large near the
cathode. Both ofthese cases will be approximated by time-independent fields tosimplify the
problem. Case 3, a time-dependent example, approximates the 'oscillatory steady state' ofa
gap with a current above the critical current. The fields are not self-consistent but oscillate
harmonically to make the analysis tractable. The frequency and amplitude ofthe electric
field oscillation for the third case were obtained firom a self-consistent PIC simulationwith
twice the critical current injected. Efficacy of injection methods will be compared. After
the injection push, the particles are pushed with leap-frog as usual.

The lack ofanunmagnetized example isnot anoversight; because anunmagnetized
push is a subset of the magnetized push, it is not done. These methods can be greatly
simplified for the unmagnetized case; is not needed for any ofthe pushes.

For the three test cases an analytic solution can be obtained. The equations of
motion describing the idealized cases are:

+^W-^o) and
(4.56)

where E{Xjt) —.Eo(l -fEcos(uQt)) -t- Eix, and q and m are the charge and mass of the
particle respectively. In terms of the dimensionless variables, x = n^m/{qEo) x and i=Qt
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Metal
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Cathode

Voltage Supply (Vq)

Metal

Boundary

Anode

Figure 4.6: Model for the threecases and self-consistent examples. The cathode is at x=0.
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with = qBo/m (signed cyclotron frequency) results in:

x(l) = \-\-E cos(£Jot) + ex(i) + y(t)
W) = -x(i) (4.57)

where a;o —(Jq/Q and e —(qlm)E\IQ'̂ . Thesolution may be written in closed form for this
equation with the initial conditions a;(0) = 0, Ua:(0) = a:(0) = and Uy(0) = y(0) = Vyo.

~ I[(VyO + —OJq) +(jJ^E^ COs{(jji) —UJ^EcOs{(jJoi)
+ (a;2 - £j2) [u3.oa;sin(a;t) - {vyo + 1)]} - wg))

yif) — {uujo{u}^ —Wq) [—Vxo + (vyo{u}^ - 1) - l)f +v®o cos(a;<)]
+a;o (Euj^ +(a;^ - a;J)(vyo +1)) sin(a;t) - Euj^ sin(a;oQ| /{u}^ujo{uj^ - a;J))

Vxit) = |uxoi*^(w^ —Wq) cos(a;f) +|̂ (uyo + —Wq) + sin(a;t)
-Euuq sin(a;ot^)| l(io(up- - a;^))

^y(i) —I[(vyo +l)(t*^^ —ujq) + cos(a;t) —a;^.Ecos(a;ot)
+(uP' - ujI) [uyo(w^ - 1) - 1- Uxoo;sin(£x;t)]} /(^^(a;^ - wj))

where uj 1 e. x{t)^ "^1(^)5 and Vy{i) will be compared to the numerical calculation.
Figs. 4.7 through 4.12 compare the accuracy of the first push. The error is normalized
by the Ax, Av®, or Avy of leap-frog push; this effectively slides the vertical axes without
changing the shape of the graph. In other words, the normalization is reasonable but not
unique. A different normalization would change the magnitude but not the shape of the
error. The horizontal axis is the time elapsed since the particle has been injected from
the cathode. Note that the error in Vy is dominated by the dfftx(t)A<^/24 term in the
non-corrected pushes. Figs. 4.13 through 4.15 show the root mean squared truncation error
averaged over the fractional time step,

<11^11 >/= f'm\df, (4.59)
Jo

for the different cases as a function ofAt. Thelowest-order termin the RMS error is shown
in Table 4.3. The leap-frog error is for a full time step. These figures were made by keeping
one higher truncation error than the lowest order term; because of this, these figures may
be inaccurate as QAt approaches one.

The reason that injection push error is substantially larger than the leap-frog
push in Case 3as compared to Case 1and Case 2is that the time-dependent field is being
extrapolated to a future point which incurs a larger error.

For models with cathode-field characteristics similar to one of the cases presented
here using the truncation error can determine whether the injection push error is negligible.
For example, assume for the moment that a fractional time step Boris push has been
implemented. Using the electric field given in case 2, Eq = 9.391 x10^ V/m, the gradient of
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Case 1 Case 2 Case3
Simple Push 9ii 5l2 513
Simple Boris Push 521At 922^t 523At
Modified Boris Push 531At2 932At 533At
Boris Push with Field Gradients 531At2 942^t'̂ 543At
Second-order Push 531 At2 542A<2 553At2
Leap-Frog 561 A<2 563A<2
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Table 4.3: Asummary of the order of the injection methods shown in the text for different cases, the
constant can be found in Appendix D.

the electric field which would result in hundred times the error over implementing the field
gradient injection push is

922^t > (100)p42A<2, (4.60)

where §22 and ^42 are defined in Appendix D. By reducing At this relationship will be
satisfied for some At; however, assuming because of other constraints in the bulk that At
should be about 1 x I0~^^ second, then Eq. 4.60 is satisfied if the normalized electric field
gradient is between -2.25 (4.00 x lO^^V/m^) and -0.14 (2.52 x For all other
values of the electric field gradient it is more than one hundred times more accurate to use
the field gradient push.

The above analysis is only the push truncation error and does not take into account
the feedback of the coupling ofthe particles to the fields. The injection push is important
when space charge is important and the error propagates through the system due to the
error in the fields as well as the particles directly.

When a lower order or a non-time-centered push is used, the effects of the discrete
time steps can be severe. For the examples shown here, there are gaps in particle positions
between the time steps; if the field was- chosen so that it decelerated the injected particles,
particle positions from different time steps would have overlapped. This is a source of
"noise" when these particles are weighted to the grid.

For the self-consistent simulation (all the parameters are shown in Table 4.4) the
externally imposed magnetic field of 336G is 0.371 percent below the Hull field) and the
injected current of16705 A/m^ is2.50 percent below the critical current. Therefore, all the
current injected at the cathode is collected by the anode.

The convergence in the cell size Ax is limited by the cold beam non-physical
instability [46] proportional to Ax; whereas the accuracy of the field solve is Ax^. This
instability only occurs for a cold beam; we are using this cold example because we have
a closed form for the solution. To reduce the effect of the cold beam instability, 8192
cells are used in the simulation of the crossed-field diode. This adds a fixed error in the

simulation based on the grid error from the instability rather than the truncation error of
the method. The L2 norm ofrelative error ||7ip/c/^« ~ III2 is shown is Fig. 4.16 as a function
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Physical
Parameters

invL/(2q} 0.5 eV

B z 336 G (|n| = 5.9086 x lO^rad/s)
Vo -10^ V

L 0.01 m

J 16705 A/m^
Physical

Scaling Parameters
Bh z 337.25 G

Jc 17133.81 A/m^
Numerical Parameter Ax 1.22070 X 10-^ m

Table 4.4: A summaryof parametersused in the self-consistent case.

ofnumber ofthe time step in the simulation. This figure shows the error decreasing for the
second-order (the general second-order method and the field gradient fractional time step
Boris push because the problem is time-independent) injection method as first-order
(modified fractional time step Boris push and fractional time step Boris push) injection
methods methods At, and the zeroth-order (simple injection push) injection method not
decreasing. Since the size of the cell Arc is not changing there is a constant error with
respect to changing the time step At. The L2 norm of the relative error due to the grid
is approximated by the L2 norm of the simulation run with flAt = 9.2e —4 to be about
4.74 X10"^. A fit to error of the second-order methods and first-order methods with the
constant error (4.74 x 10"^) from the grid is also shown on Fig. 4.16 and is labeled "Second
Order Fit" and "First Order Fit" respectively.

4.4 Conclusions

Giving attention to detail, the authors have found methods that are second-order
accurate for the inversion ofdistributions and injections ofparticles. The inversion process
is limited to Maxwellian distributions and fiuxes, both full distributions and arbitrary cutoff
at a lower and upper velocity. The second-order injection method starts for an arbitrary
position and velocity at the same time and results in a position and velocity half a time
step apart, With an error consistent with the standard leap-frog integrator.

A number ofcommon cases demonstrate sensitivity to low-order injection schemes.
We have shown that using a higher order method is far more effective inobtaining a more
accurate result that decreasing the time step with a lower order method. Use of these
methods does not significantly increase the run time of the simulation, unless the number
ofparticles injected is comparable to the total number ofparticles in the simulation.
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Figure 4.7: Comparison ofposition and velocity components for injection schemes with analytic results
for Case 1 (constant electric field).
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Figure 4.9: Compaxison ofposition andvelocity components for injection schemes with analytic results
for Case 2.
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Figure 4.11: Comparison of position and velocity components for injection schemes with analytic results
for Case 3.
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Figure 4.12: The fractional error in the injected particle's position and velocity with injection methods
discussed in the text for Case 3.
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Figure 4.13: The error, ||f II2, in the injection method averaged over the injection time during a time
step with injection methods discussed in the text for Case 1.
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Nonlinear Hybrid Boltzmann-PIC
Acceleration Algorithm

Submitted to Physics of Plasmas

5.1 Introduction
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A hybrid electrostatic PIC algorithm is developed to investigate ion acoustic waves
and other long time-scale, low frequency phenomenon, as well as to refine acceleration
schemes which decrease the computer time needed for a simulation to reach steady state.
The ions are treated as finite-sized particles, as in standard PIC codes[46]. There are two
models for the electrons. First, the electrons are modeled with a Boltzmann relation, in
which the electrons are inertia-less and come to equilibrium with the ions at each time step.
This is different than previous work in this area that did not allow the Boltzmann electrons

to evolve in time with the ions[68, 69, 70, 71, 72, 73, 74]. The second model uses the
Boltzmann relation for the low energy, less collisional electrons; and kinetic PIC electrons
for the high energy, more collisional electrons.

Many different Boltzmann-PIC hybrid schemes have been proposed [68, 69, 70,
71, 72, 73, 74, 75, 76, 77, 78, 79, 80]. Some of these are full electromagnetic (Maxwell's
curl equations) [76] or Darwin (magneto-inductive)[75, 77, 78, 79, 80]. There have also
been electrostatic models [68, 69, 70, 71, 72, 73, 74] similar to the one presented here;
however, those schemes have assumed that the plasmais either globally charge-neutral [71],
or that the Boltzmann flux matches the ion flux [70] (note: this is different than the globally
charge-neutral case because the simulation could have been started with a net charge), or
that the flux of Boltzmannelectrons from the boundary is zero [68, 69], or the densityof the
Boltzmann electrons is fixed (along with the potential) at a spatial point in the simulation
[72, 73, 74].

Our method is constructedto be suitableforboundedsystems in which the density
is dynarmc and ambipolar diffusion is important, i.e., the plasma might develop a net
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positive charge slowing the loss of electrons. The dynamics of the Boltzmann electron
density are governed by enforcing charge and energy conservation. Also, to the author's
knowledge, this is the first time ionization has been used with Boltzmann electrons in
a PIC-Boltzmann hybrid code. The collisions are implemented using a modified MCC
package based on work by Vahedi and Surendra[81]. (Note that Coulomb collisions were
modeled between the Boltzmann electrons and ions by M. E. Jones et. al.,[75].)

Thestructure ofthispaper isas follows. First the assumptions ofusing a Maxwell-
Boltzmann distribution are reviewed by re-deriving the Boltzmann relation. Second, we
discuss the truncation of the tail of a Maxwell-Bolt7.mfl.nn distribution. The conclusion of
this section is that the change in charge between a Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution with
a tail and without a tail is minimal. The result that this charge can be neglected due to
the removal of electrons from the tail of the distribution by the wall was also obtained
in complementary way by Emmert et. al., [144]. Third, we introduce the algorithm for
convergence of the Poisson equation with PIC charge species (e.g. multiple ion species and
high energy PIC electrons) and one electron species with a Maxwell-Boltzmann distribu
tion. The convergence of Poisson's equation depends on the conservation of charge of the
Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution species. Fourth, using the energy conservation equation
the temperature is determined for the Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution, which will be iter-
atively solved with Poisson's equation. Fifth, we discuss the transfer of PIC electrons to
the Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution. The transfer of Maxwell-Boltzmann electrons to PIC

electrons is not attempted and would be a refinement to this method. Lastly, two examples
are given. The first example, utilizing photo-ionization, has ions that are PIC and electrons
that have a Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution (no PIC electrons). The second example, a
DC discharge, has PIC ions and electrons with the conversion process mentioned previously
as the source of the Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution.

5.2 Model

In this paper, we use MKS units throughout, except for the temperature, which is
measured in eV.

5.2.1 Classical Boltzmann Relation

The Boltzmann relation can be derived from the unmagnetized fluid equations
[2, 145]; starting with momentum conservation:

dvL
mn(—+ (u ' V)u) = qenE - V ' n + fc, (5.1)

where q is the charge of the Boltzmann species (q = -1 for electrons), e is the absolute
value of the charge of an electron, E is the electric field vector, u is the mean velocity, and
n is the density. The time rate of momentum transfer per unit volume due to collision with
other species is represented by /c.
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To arrive at the Boltzmann relation the following assumptions are made. The
pressure tensor, 11 is taken to be isotropic, so that:

V •n = eVp. (5.2)

We have chosen the isothermal relation for the thermodynamic equation ofstate; p = nT,
where T is the uniform, isotropic temperature measured in eV. This relation is appropriate
for slow-time variations where thetemperature isallowed to reach equilibrium. Theequation
of state could be replaced with the more general relation p = Cn7, where C is a constant.

The convective derivative has two terms: the first term, represents an acceler
ation due to an explicitly time-varying velocity, u; because we are looking for equilibrium
solutions, there isno explicit variation in time, = 0. The second 'inertial' term, (u•V)u,
represents an acceleration due to a spatially varying velocity. The second term can be
neglected as long as the thermal energy is much larger that the drift energy and will be
neglected upon linearizing the equation. Setting m = 0 produces the same mathematical
result; however, this leads to the misconception that the electrons are massless, but what is
actually neglected is electron momentum, p = mu. The thermal energy of the electrons is
finite. In this model, it is assumed that the change of momentum due to the collision term
fc is small.

Using E = — with Eqs. 5.1 and 5.2 and the equation ofstate p = nT we obtain:

0 = V{q<f> + T\n{n)). (5.3)

The solution to Eq. 5.3 is

n(x) = noe~ t , (5.4)

where no is the density where ^ = 0. Next, the electron distribution is taken to be in
thermal equilibrium and is therefore MaxweUian[2, 145, 146]:

ff \ \ ^ [2 (m\l , ,/(x,v)=n(x)-^-(-) e . (5.5)

Eq. 5.5 is the Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution for three velocity components (three di
mensional velocity space). The Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution is also the solution to the
time-independent Vlasov equation.

Maxwell-Boltzmann electrons do not come to a true thermal equilibrium in a
system where the potential at the boundaries of the system is finite. This is because the
tailoftheBoltzmann distribution continues out to arbitrarily large energy. We can use this
model ifwe assume that the electrons come into equilibrium only with the plasma and not
with the walls. The ramifications ofcutting off the distribution at an arbitrary velocity is
discussed in the next section.
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5.2.2 Truncated Maxwell-Boltzmann Electrons

The higher-energy electrons are removed from the system when the electrons are
collected by the walls of the system; the lower-energy electrons are confined by the sheaths.
The tail ofthe distribution is repopulated by the scattering ofthe electrons.

In order to have a steady—state solution, there must be processes, either classical
collisions or turbulence, that cause electrons toup-scatter inenergy, so they can be lost from
the system. Some sort of 'collisional' formalism for the electrons could be used; however,
it is not clear how that could be implemented short of full PIC or numerically solving the
Boltzmann equation some other way. Apossible alternative is the approximation based on
the Fokker-Planck equation (Krall and Trivelpiece, pp 295-300 [147], Nicholson, pp 66-67
and Appendix B[148]) which only accounts for two-body collisions. One would expect that
it would take several scattering lengths to fill out the tail of the distribution. However, there
is experimental evidence that the repopulation of the tail occurs in a distance much less
than several mean free paths. The rapid repopulation of the tail is known as the Langmuir
paradox[149, 150], and has yet to be resolved.

In this section we derive the the equivalent Boltzmann relation, Eq. 5.4, for three
different truncations of the tail of a Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution. The conclusion for
all truncated distribution methods is that the space charge of the tail is negligible if the
truncation energy is greater than about about three times the temperature. In the exam
ples shown at the end ofthis article, the truncation energy is greater than three times the
temperature and we over-count the charge in the tail in the electron distribution. The full
Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution is faster to solve numerically than the truncated distribu
tions; therefore, we will us the full distribution whenever possible. The energy of the tail
of the electron population is important and we take this into account when calculating the
colhsions.

First, the relationship between the electron density and potential for symmetric
upper cutoff ofthe Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution for three-dimensional velocity space is
derived. This model should be applied when the the scattering length is long compared to
the system or when kinetic electrons are being modeled for the tail. Second, a truncated
model is formulated where only the electron tail returning from the wall is truncated (one
velocity component). This model isappropriate to use in thesheath region. The truncated
tail would be repopulated within the length of the system, since the scattering length is
shorter than the system. Third, a Id truncated model is formulated where only the electrons
in the tail resolved by the simulation are truncated. For example, ifa; is the coordinate being
simulated then Vx is the velocity that is truncated. This Id model would be appropriate
when the mean free path is much larger than the size ofthe system being simulated.
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Isotropic Upper Velocity Cutoffs for Maxwell-Boltzmann Distributions

This model is applicable for a system where the scattering length is larger than the
size of the system. This is also assuming that the angle of the velocities becomes isotropic
faster than the up-scattering of the electrons in energy. The truncated model only makes
physical sense in a boundedsystemwhere the potential in the plasmaq(j){x) is less than the
wall potential, q^w] therefore q{<f>{x.) — < 0. The electron distribution is a truncated
Maxwellian distribution; in other words, / (x, v) (v is the magnitude of v) must vanish for

> -qe (<^(x) - (f>^). (5.6)

This implies that the distribution is isotropic. The diagram of the distribution function.
Fig. 5.1, for this distribution has an upper cutoff for the magnitude of the velocity. The
total energy of the cutoff is constant, therefore the kinetic energy of the cutoff is a function
of position. For a non-constant wall potential the maximum of the wall voltages is chosen
for thus there is only one cutoff for a simulation. This could be modified if the wall is
emitting particles either though secondaries or thermionic emission. For this distribution
the cutoff speed is defined to be

"cW = - M, (5.7)

therefore the speed when 0(x) = 0 is

^0 = (5.8)

This leads to an electron density for the isotropic cutoff:

/ ^ q^(x) L" v^e~ eT dvriiaoM = noe t ^. (5 9)
/Q°V^e~ eT dv

With if) = — ^this simplifies to:

To examine difference the between the truncated and full Maxwell-Bnlt7.Tnfl.nn model we
will use a common approximation for the undriven sheath potential drop firom Lieberman
and Lichtenberg [2], <^5 = and presheath drop, <l>p = The potential
difference between the bulk and wall is (f)^} = Using a mass ratio for atomic
hydrogen, M/m = 1837, the fractional difference in the density between theisotropic cutoff
density and the fullMaxwell-Boltzmann density at the presheath-bulk interface is less than
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1.4 percent. Atomic hydrogen is a worst case example; as the mass ratio becomes larger
the sheath potential drop will be larger in magnitude and the cutoff higher. Therefore,
the relationship between density and potential for the cutoff Maxwellian will approach the
full Maxwellian. The fractional difference in the density grows in the sheath, becoming
infinite at the wall, because the truncated distribution density is zero at the boundary.
For a comparison of density versus potential (Eq. 5.10) for this sheath potential model
see Fig. 5.4, which also has the other models used in this paper. The difference between
the potential and position is not analyzed directly, but is small because the comparison of
density and potential is small.

Asymmetric Upper Velocity Cutoffs for Maxwell-Boltzmann Distributions

For this distribution, the velocity component of electrons moving away from the
wall (the wall is taken to be on the right ofthe simulation region, so the velocity component
truncated is along x) is truncated, i.e., f(x,v) must vanish for:

«x(x) < (5.11)

In the diagram of the distribution function. Fig. 5.2, this distribution function would have
a lower (left) cutoff for the velocity along x. This would lead to an electron density:

^ -sm 1na(x) = noe t ^ . (5.12)

In the bulk, the full Boltzmann relation is used. The edge of the plasma is taken to be at

4>p = In other words, Eq. 5.12 is used for <^ > and Eq. 5.4 is used for <^ <
At the edge of the bulk the transition from the asymmetric model to the full distribution,
the jump in density is 0.68 percent (this is much smaller than the perturbations caused by
the 'noise' of the ions). At the wall {(f> = <t>w) the fractional difference in density between
the models is 50 percent. For a comparison of density versus potential for the wall potential
model see Fig. 5.4. Emmert et. al., [144] have also analyzed this truncation model and have
concluded that the change in charge due to the tail of the distribution is unimportant to the
structure of an undriven sheath. There is even less difference between this truncation model

and the full Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution than with the isotropic truncation model.

Symmetric Single Velocity Upper Cutoffs for Maxwell-Boltzmann Distributions

This model is applicable for a Id system where the scattering length is larger than
the size of the system. Both the electrons moving towards the wall and away from the wall
are a truncated Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution. The electrons moving towards the wall
have been truncated by the wall on the other side of the system. The distribution function
must vanish for:

|Ua:(x)| >y'-^(0(x) - (t>ru). (5.13)
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Figure 5.1: This shows a full Maxwellian distribution and Maxwellian with an isotropic cutoff tail. The
magnitude of the velocity is cutoff at v = l.SSut which is the truncation velocity for sheath drop for atomic
hydrogen mass ratio for the sheath model described in the text.

In the diagram of the distribution function, Fig. 5.3, this distribution function would have
a lower (left) cutoff and an upper (right) cutoff for the velocity in the x-direction. This
distribution leads to an electron density:

. V -sMsl erf{y/^)
nidsW=noe t

erf(^)
(5.14)

This model is somewhat inconsistent because the directions transverse to the x-direction

are still considered to be in thermal equilibrium with a full tail. A comparison of the density
versus potential for the parameters used earlier is shown in Fig. 5.4.

5.3 Poisson Equation with Charge Conservation Applied

Independent of the equation used to relate the potential to the density, Eq. 5.4,
5.10, 5.12, or 5.14, Poisson's equation can be cast in the following form:

= (np/c(x) + gneo-F(<^(x))),
€0 €o

(5.15)

Tieo is a constant of integration (the electron density at ^ = 0), q is the charge of the
Boltzmann species (g = —1 for electrons), e is the absolute value of the charge of an
electron, np/c(x) is the number density of the PIC species, and /9(x) is the total charge
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Figure 5.2: This shows afull Maxwellian distribution and Maxwellian with a Id (x-direction) asjrmmetric
cutoff tail. The velocity cutoff is a Ui = —1.83ut which is the truncation velocity for sheath drop for atomic
hydrogen mass ratio for the sheath model described in the text.
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Figure 5.3: This shows a full Maxwellian distribution and Maxwellian with a Id (x-direction) symmetric
cutoff tail. The velocity cutoff is a Vx = ±1.83ut which is the truncation velocity for sheath drop for atomic
hydrogen mass ratio for the sheath model described in the text.
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Figure 5.4: The density versus the potential for the Boltzmann relation and the three cutof-
f Maxwell-Boltzmzinn distributions described in the text for a cutoff of ~ 3.34Te, the sheath drop
for atomic hydrogen mass ratio.

density (PIC plus Boltzmann species). F(<^(x)) is obtained from Eq. 5.4, 5.10, 5.12, or 5.14
and is summarized here:

1,

F(«^(x)) = e"^

2y^e ^-v^er/(v^) j

[-^erfciyf^) j '

full distribution ,

isotropic cutoff distribution,

asymmetric cutoff distribution ,

Id symmetric distribution,

(5.16)

where ip = jn thjg paper the nomenclature is for a single electron temperature
but the theory may be expanded to include an arbitrary number of electron temperatures
or another species, such as a negative ion species for an electro-negative gas discharge
(Lieberman and Lichtenberg page 318 [2]). The time savings of modeling a negative ion
species is not large because of the similarities of positive and negative ion masses.

Proper choice of neo determines whether this method is going to converge and
converge to the correct solution. To calculate ngo, conservation of charge of the Maxwell-
Boltzmann species is used. This changes n^Q from a constant of integration to a property
of the boundary condition, by keeping track of the flow at the boundaries and the creation
of the ion-electron pairs through ionization. Starting with the continuity equation for the
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Boltzmann electrons:
dn _ . .-^ + V'(nu) (5.17)

where g and I are the ionization and recombination rates per unit volume respectively.
Integrating the continuity equation, Eq. 5.17, over the simulation region results in:

dNB f+J nU'dS =G-L. (5.18)

G and L are volumetric ionization and recombination rate of the Boltzmann electrons re

spectively. The surface, S, bounds the simulation. The total number of Boltzmann electrons

is:

Nb = [ neoi^(^(x))dx =neo [ F{<f){x))dx, (5.19)
Jv Jv

where dx is the volume element and V is the total volume of the simulation. Recombination

is often negligible and will not be considered here. G is taken to be

G= Uine{x)dx = ng / / ai{v)vf{x,v)dvdx, (5.20)
Jv JvJv

where v is the electron velocity, dv is a volume element of velocity space, Vi is the ionization
frequency, and C7i{v) is the ionization cross section.

For the full Maxwellian distribution the volumetric ionization is

NBng{^)'i cTi{v)v e~^47rv^dv. (5.21)

The spatial integral of volumetric ionization for the cutoff distributions cannot be done
in general because the limits of integration of the velocity depend on position. However,
once the potential, 0(x), is known then the integral can be done numerically. The integral,
written as explicitly as possible, is

G=UgUeo J (Ti{v)vF{<l)ix))-^^ dvdx, (5.22)
where the correct limit of the distribution function should be used for each distribution. In

general the ionization cross section will have a minimum energy threshold, thus the velocity
integral will have an effective lower bound.

The Boltzmann electron flux to a wall is:

^wa\\ =-n{xy,aii) jv'hf('v)d\, (5.23)
where n is the outward unit normal vector of the simulation boundary; therefore, a negative
flux is moving out of the system. For the four distributions discussed previously, the particle
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flux is:

^ 5, full distribution ,

Twoii = .
V TTm

e i —(l+^))e T rr 1. M •
p= ^ j , isotropic cutoff distribution ,-4yJ^+2V^e'̂ erf{y/apL)

x/5F(l+er/(yi '̂ asymmetric cutoff distribution ,

1-e-^

2V?er/(^2^)'
(5.24)

For the isotropic and Id symmetric cutoffdistribution the flux is zero when 0(x) < 0^,; this
is noted because when high energy PIC electrons are used for the tail of the distribution,
the cutoff potential is different than the wall potential. If (j)^ > (ppiasma^ where (f)piasma is
the plasma potential, then the plasma potential is used for 0^,. This boundary condition
follows from the continuity equation, if (fty, > ^piasma fbe Boltzmann electron flux at the
wall would be greater than the Boltzmann electron flux in the plasma where (f) = <f>piasma-
This is the same boundary condition used in fluid codes, such as INDUCT94 [151]. A
current, J, can also be specified through any boundary, due to primary or secondaries
emission of Boltzmann electrons. The average net flux, Pwaii) out of the system is defined
as AFwaii = /5(rwaii + J/eq)dSy with A the areaofthe surface, S, enclosing the simulation.
The change in the number of Boltzmann electrons during a time step can be written as:

AiVB = (fwaiiA + G) At. (5.25)

The number of Boltzmann electrons is updated by NB{t H- At) = Nsit) + ANb] this is a
first-order advance in time for the number of Boltzmann electrons. Since the simulations are

approachingequilibrium, the temperature, the current J, and wallpotential are approaching
constant values in time; for constant temperature and wall potential this advance is exact.
A similar first-order update for the energy is used in Section 5.4 and a second-orderiterative
advance is given in Appendix E. The initial number of Boltzmannelectrons, Nb, is chosen
so that the simulation starts charge-neutral, Nb = fy np/c(x)dx.

The iterative method used to solve Eq. 5.15 with the constraint, Eq. 5.19, is based
on Newton(-Raphson) iteration. Rewriting Poisson's equation (Eq. 5.15) with a nonlinear
Boltzmann species:

<J(^(x)) = V^0(x) -I (npfc(x) + qneoP((/>(x))), (5.26)
^0

Id symmetric distribution.

where the iteration will continue until

—Cgrror- (5.2T)llboimdary condition + p/eo||L2

The tolerance, e^rrort used is 10 ^ and ||boundary conditions -I- is the L2 norm
of the charge (including the Boltzmann species charge) and the boundary conditions, the
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known quantities in the equation. In other words, we normalize by the L2 norm of 6 when
Poisson's equation is discretized in the form Ax = b. Let ^*(x) be the approximate solution
to Eq. 5,26 at the iteration. Let A^(x) = ^*'*'̂ (x) —̂*(x) be the change (assumed small)
during the iteration. We expand the equation about the present solution:

i( '̂+'(x)) = (x) + A^(x)) = smx)) + + h.o.t. (5.28)
C70*(Xj

Ignoring terms higher order than (A(^(x))2 in this equation and setting [x.)) = 0, this
equation can be rewritten as:

Hockney and Eastwood[48] on page173 show that this scheme (Eq. 5.29) converges quadrat-
ically (same as for standard Newton's method); however, Newton'smethod does not always
converge. For certain initial values the iterative scheme does not necessarily convergence
to a solution. See, for example, Ref. [152] page 367 or for a more mathematical treatment
see Chapter three of Delaney [153]. Differentiating Eq. 5.26 with respect to ^(x):

dS{^{x)) 2 . eqneodF((f)(x))

-am'^ eo am •
Substituting Eq. 5.30 into Eq. 5.29:

{npic(x) +qn^a (f(( '̂(x)) - •
This iterative scheme for the full Maxwellian Boltzmann relation, Eq. 5.4, is

(v' - =-7^ ("P/c(®) +9"e0 (1 +|;^*(X)) .
(5.32)

To simphfy the iterative scheme with the truncated Maxwell-Boltzmann electron distribu

tions, we define: V* = ~9(^*(x) —̂ tw)/^- The isotropic cutoff Boltzmann relation, Eq. 5.10,
substituted into Eq. 5.31 is

- n II \ .i+1/^ _

\ \ 2y/q<l>w/T-y/Tre<i'l>^l'̂ erf{y/q<l>rofT) J J
To simplify the the iteration equation for the last two cutoff distributions, we define a = 1+
erf{y/^) and b= exp(-q(f)y,/T)/{y/The Id asymmetric cutoff Boltzmann relation,
Eq. 5.12, substituted into Eq. 5.31 is

- ri ,|gg^ 6+ae-q '̂W/^ \ =
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The Id symmetric cutoff Boltzmann relation, Eq. 5.14, substituted into Eq. 5.31 is

-4 (.„CW + . (5.35)

The Laplacian operator, V^, is discretized by a second-order centered-difference. For ex
ample, in one dimension (Id):

(5-36)

The second term on the left hand side of Eqs. 5.32, 5.33, 5.34, and 5.35 only affects the
center term in the finite difference: in Id. Note that the second term on the left hand

side of Eqs. 5.32, 5.33, 5.34, and 5.35 is always negative; this assures that the matrix
will converge because it is diagonally dominant [154]. An external circuit has been added
that is solved simultaneously with the internal fields in Id [49] and in 2d [143]. In 2d
the problem cannot be decomposed into a Poisson and Laplace equation, as is commonly
done for numerical efficiency, because the field solve is nonlinear. This scheme has been

successfullyimplemented using a tridiagonal solve [152] in Id (XPDPl [49]) and using DADI
[155] and a multigrid method [156] in 2d (XOOPIC [157]). When using DADI there is a
<P{j,k) coefficient for each direction. We have taken the obvious approach and changed both
coefficients equally. The global convergence of the iteration scheme has not been proven;
however, as mentioned before, this scheme converges quadratically if the initial guess is in
the basin of convergence. This scheme converges for all models used so far. These models
include Neumann and Dirichlet boundaries on the outer edge of the simulation region and
Dirichlet structures inside the simulation region.

5.4 Determining the Temperature of the Boltzmann Species

So far we have taken the temperature of the Boltzmann species to be fixed. Now
we will use energy conservation to determine the temperature. The energy conservation
equation for the Boltzmann electrons is:

^(|p) +V•|(pu) +pV •u+V•q=£(|p) Ic, (5.37)
where |p is the energy density (J/m^), |pu is the macroscopic energy fiux (W/m^) repre
senting the fiow of the internal energy density at the fiuid velocity u, pV •u (W/m^) gives
the heating or cooling of the fluid due to compression or expansion of its volume, q is the
heat flow vector (W/m^) which gives the microscopic energy flux, and the collisional term
includes all collisional processes that change the energy density. These include ionization,
excitation, and elastic scattering. The equation is closed by setting V •q = 0 or by letting
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q = -ktVT, where kt is the thermal conductivity andT is uniform (VT = 0). Integrating
over space, letting p = nT, and defining the total energy to be Et = ^NbT = 3/2 fypdx,
the energy equation is

nvL' do = —
rs dt

The integral is the flux found previously and dE/dt\c for the full Maxwell-Boltzmann dis
tribution and uniform neutral background density is

dE .. . m

IPi"dt

dt 2 Js (5.38)

=

f
Jo

{£iai{v) + €ecre(v) + £s(^s{t^)) ve 2t ^Trv^dv. (5.39)
^0

Se and €s sare the energy loss per collision and (7t(v), <Te(u) and (7s{v) are the collision
cross sections for ionization, excitation, and elastic scattering respectively. For the truncated
Maxwell-Boltzmann distributions the position integral can not be done in general and must
be done numerically once the potential, <^(x), is known because the limits of integration of
velocity depend on ^(x). The integral that needs to be evaluated is

dE r f— =ngneo / / {Si(7i{v)£eae{v)£s(^s{v))
C J J

' e-^dvdx. (5.40)
This integral is easier to evaluate for the cases of interest than in general because cTg and
(Ti are zero below a certain threshold energy which for many cases is above the retarding
energy of the wall potential, q(f)w. The change in the total energy of the system, Eu during
a time step is:

AB, =A4 ^̂ - |r^r„all) -ASp/c.. (5.41)
AEpic Is the energy of the PIC particles that are absorbed or emitted by the boundaries.
There could also be a source of energy for the Boltzmann electrons caused by emission from
the wall. The total energy of for next time step is then Et{t -f At) = Et{t) -t- AEt{t). The
change in total energy, Eq. 5.41, and the chemge in the number of Boltzmann particles,
Eq. 5.25, are both flrst-order in At. This has been adequate for the problems in this article
which vary slowly in time. An untested second-order method is outlined in Appendix E.
The total energy of the system is held constant during an iteration:

-E5̂ i /, «>(x)p(x)<ix. (5.42)
PIC

This relation is now a constraint on T, just as Eq. 5.19 is a constraint on neo* The second
term on the left-hand-side is the kinetic energy of the PIC particles, which is calculated
to second-order during the velocity advance [46] and is time-centered with the field energy.
In many regimes, for example when there are only PIC ions, the kinetic energy of the PIC
particles can be approximated as a constant.
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5.5 PIC Electrons with Boltzmann Electrons

In many problems, the low energy electrons are nearly in thermal equilibrium,
while the less numerous high energy electrons are not in thermal equilibrium. However,
the high energy electrons are responsible for maintaining the plasma through ionization.
Therefore, we propose a model where high energy electrons are modeled kinetically by
PIC electrons, and low energy electrons are modeled by a truncated Maxwell-Boltzmann
distribution. We use results from Section, 5.2.2, replacing the wall potential, with the
equivalent threshold energy, Eth-, where Eth = In Section 5.2.2 we showed that if (f)^
is greater than three times the temperature then the difference in space charge between the
truncated and full Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution is negligible. Therefore, we use the full
Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution for calculating the space charge. However, the collisions
are calculated with the truncated Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution because the excitation
and ionization have thresholds that are above the truncation energy. Elastic scattering
cross-sections are generally a decreasing function of energy, a oc l/y/E where E is the
collision energy in the center of mass (Lieberman and Lichtenberg, page 62 [2]) so it may
not be necessary to evaluate the energy loss integral for a truncated Maxwellian directly,
but to use Eq. 5.39 with only elastic scattering. For the example background gas, atomic
hydrogen, the difference between elastic scattering with the cutoff used, 11.0 eV, and the
full Maxwellian was negligible.

When the total energy of a PIC electron (kinetic energy plus the largest drop
in potential available to that electron) drops below a fixed threshold energy, normally a
little lower than the lowest inelastic energy threshold, the PIC electron is converted to
a Boltzmann electron; the energy and charge of the PIC electron is added to the Boltz
mann electron species energy and charge. The converted electron immediately relaxes to
a Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution with its energy contribution taken into account in the
temperature of the Boltzmann species.

The threshold needs to be a little lower in energy than the lowest inelastic re
action because the non-time-centered velocities are used to calculated the energy. The
time-centered velocities could be used; however, since we have done the conversion of PIC
electrons in the MCC subroutine, the time-centered velocities are not available. The time-
centering affect the calculation of the total energy more than the calculation the of kinetic
energy because the total energy calculation depends on the potential and position of the
particle. The particle's position and velocity are known half a time step apart. The MCC
algorithm needs the kinetic energy but it could beat any time during the time step sothere
is not an error in using the non-time-centered velocities. One could test the removal of the
particle during the move and have a more accurate energy calculation for the conversion of
PIC to Boltzmann electrons. An accurate calculation ofthe energy is not really necessary
as long as it isbelow the excitation and ionization threshold. An electron that is converted,
because the non-time-centered energy is less than the actual energy, that still has enough
energy to have an excitation or ionization; that collision would be neglected. If PIC elec-
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trons axe slightly below the energy loss threshold the simulation will run slower because
there axe more PIC electrons than there really need to be, but the physics of the simulation
axe intact. Using the non-time-centered velocities under-calculates the total energy when
the particle in moving into a region of higher potential energy. See Appendix F for an
estimate of the error.

The conversion of Boltzmann electrons to PIC electrons is not done in this paper
because it was unnecessary for the problems simulated here. The energy flow was from
highenergy electrons undergoing energy loss collisions and then being collected by the wall.
The conversion of a Boltzmann electrons to a PIC electrons could be approximated by the
Fokker-Plank equation (Krall and Trivelpiece pp 295-300 [147], Nicholson pp 66-67 and
Appendix B [148]). This would base the transfer of Boltzmann electrons to PIC electrons
on velocity diffusion through binary collisions. The validity of this approximation have been
tested in simulation by Matsuda and Okuda [137].

5.6 Comparison with Full PIC Simulations

With these approximations, we have obtained remarkable agreement with full PIC
simulations for a plasma that is maintained by photo-ionization and a DC discharge. A
rough estimation of the time savings can be obtained by calculating the increase of the time
step. If the full PIC simulation time step was limited by UpAt, where Up is the electron
plasma frequency and At is the time step, then the speed-up obtained is of the order of
2y/mi/me\ the 2 is from assuming quasi-neutrality (approximately equal number of ions
and electrons). If the time step is limitedby collision frequency then the speed-up could be
larger. This speed-up is degraded by the increased time it takes due to the field solve. In a
Id simulation the full PIC field solve takes around 5 percent of the simulation time. For the
nonlinear Boltzmann field solve the time is increased by about a factor of 2. In 2d the field
solve takes about 10 percent of the simulation time and again the Boltzmann field solve
increased the time by about a factor of 2. Another factor hindering the speed-up is the use
of MCC for the high energy PIC electrons, which vary greatly from problem to problem.
For these two examples the computation time used for the PIC electrons is negligible. For
each problem the speed-up is given in Tables 5.1 and 5.2.

5.6.1 Photo-Ionized Maintained Plasma

For the volmne photo-ionization maintained plasma, the system is boimded by
grounded walls; electrons and ions are absorbed when they strike the wall. To maintain
the plasma, ion-electron pairs are generated uniformly across the system at a constant rate
approximating photo-ionization by UV light. In this simulation there are no PIC electrons;
the total electron energy remaining after a neutral has been ionized is below the threshold for
excitation and ionization energy of hydrogen. The full Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution was
used for the electrons. The ion kineticenergy was not used in the energy balance equation.
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Eq. 5.42, to find the temperature. The ion kinetic energy was assumed to be constant.
The initial condition for this computer experiment was with the simulation region empty.
The simulation was run until it reached steady state. The parameters are summarized in
Table 5.1. The electron mass is used for calculating the flux and the energy balance. A
fictitious mass ration for hydrogen was used to speed-up the full PIC simulation, the ions
were not sub-cycled. Time-averaged spatial profiles of density, velocity, potential, electric
field, and temperature are shown comparing the Boltzmann electron model to finite mass
PIC electrons in Figs. 5.5, 5.6, 5.7, 5.8, and 5.9. The agreement between the Boltzmann and
PIC simulations is quite remarkable. The electron density in the full PIC model. Fig. 5.5,
is slightly larger throughout most of the discharge that the hybrid model. The full PIC
model potential. Fig. 5.6, is also slightly larger than the Boltzmann model potential.

full PIC Boltzmann

Physical
Parameters

Mass ot ion
Mass of Rlsrt.rnn 225

Background gas Pressure 3 mTorr

lonization rate 2.16 X lO'''

Kinetic Energy of created electrons 4.51 eV

Length 0.12 m

Cross Section Hydrogen
Plasma

Characteristic

at Steady State

Center Electron Temperature 1.48 eV 1.51 eV

Center Ion Temperature 0.012 eV 0.038 eV

Center Density 6 X 10^^ m~^ 5.6 X 10^^ m"^
mean free path .16m

Debye length 1.17 X 10-^m 1.22 X 10~^m
Length/A£) 103 99

Electron Plasma Frequency 69.7 MHz 00

Ion Plasma Frequency 4.6 MHz 4.5 MHz

Numerical

Parameters

Number of grids in x 256 128

A t 1 X 10" sec 15 X 10"^" sec
Speed-up 30 times

Table 5«1: Parameters for the full PIC and Boltzmann model photo-ionized sustained system

5.6.2 DC Discharge

For the current-driven DC discharge example, the parameters are summarized in
Table 5.2. Again, the electron mass is used for the flux and the energy balance. In the
full PIC simulation the ions were sub-cycled by a factor of 10. The left-hand wall of the
DC discharge is a secondary electron emitter with a probability of0.2 ofan electron being
emitted every time a ion is collected by the surface. The secondary electrons are started
out as PIC particles; as they lose energy they are converted to Boltzmann electrons. The
spatial profiles in Figs. 5.10, 5.11, 5.12, 5.13, and 5.14 for a DC discharge show favorable
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agreement for density, velocity, potential, electric field, and temperature. The agreement
between the hybridand fullPIC simulations for the DC discharge example is not as close as
in the photo-ionization case, possibly dueto the spatialvariation ofthe electron temperature
(Fig. 5.14) of the full PIC simulation. The Boltzmann electron temperature is within the
bounds of spatially varying PIC temperature but is also higher than the average of the PIC
temperature.

5.7 Conclusions

By approximating most of the electrons with a Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution,
we have obtained remarkable agreement with full PIC simulations obtaining over an order
of magnitude increase in speed. The key to convergence of the nonlinear Poisson equation is
to use conservation of charge for the Boltzmann species. We have used energy conservation
to obtain the temperatme of the Boltzmann species. In Section 5.6.1, a photo-ionized
plasma is used to test the hybrid algorithm without high energy PIC electrons. Full PIC
simulation agrees with the Boltzmann electron model simulation. The hybrid simulation
runs 30 times faster that the full PIC simulation. In Section 5.6.2, a current-driven DC
discharge is simulated. The Boltzmann electron model has a high energy kinetic electron
tail added; the ionization and excitation are modeled by these electrons. Again the hybrid
model agrees well with the full PIC simulation. The hybrid simulation runs 90 times faster
than the full PIC simulations.
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PIC Boltzmann

Physical
Parameters

Mass ot ion
Ma.«?8 of Elert.ron 1837

Background gas Pressure 50 mTorr

Current -O.OOIA

Length 0.2m

Cross Section Hydrogen
Plasma

Characteristic

at Steady State

Center Electron Temperature 2.15 eV 2.8 eV

Center Ion Temperature 0.026 eV 0.026 eV

Peak Density 2.28 X 10^^ m"^ 2.66 X 10^^ m"^
Debye length 7.2 X lO-'^m 7.6 X lO-^^m
Length/A/3 280 263

Electron Plasma Frequency 136 MHz oo

Ion Plasma Frequency 3.2 MHz 3.4 MHz

Numerical

Parameters

Number of grids in x 2()0

A t 5 X 10"^^ sec 42 X 10"sec

Speed-up 90 times

5«2i Parameters for the full PIC and Boltzmajin model simulation of the current-driven DC
discharge
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Chapter 6

Conclusions and Future Research

6.0.1 Conclusions

We have shown theoretically and through self-consistent PIC simulation that series
resonance oscillations are the dominant oscillation in insulated {B > Bji) Id crossed-field
diodes. This resonance is the cutoff of the 2d eigenmodes of the diocotron mode and/or
magnetron mode. The virtual cathode oscillations are shown to drive the series resonance

as well as noise in the Brillouinhub. The time-averaged state obtained in PIC simulation
is similar to ideal Brillouin flow. The series resonance is shown to be damped by Coulomb
collision which depend on the the temperature of the electron hub. The hub temperature,
which is much hotter than the cathode temperature, is shown to depend mostly on the
initialvelocity parallel to the cathode surface perpendicular to the imposed magnetic field.

Electron transport across a magnetically insulated diode has been described in
terms of a ponderomotive-like force driving the electrons across the magnetic field. This
theorized mechanism predicts a transport of electrons linear in time across the magnetic
field. The theory is in good qualitative agreement with the results of self-consistent 2d
PIC simulation. While it is beyond the scope of the theory, the slow transport of electrons
across the diode is punctuated by current spikes due to rapid lossof electrons to the anode.
The current spikes have also been experimentally measured in crossed-field devices and
noted in literatme. Qualitative agreement between the PIC simulations reported on in this
study and the experimental observations reported in literature is noted; however, a detailed
comparison to experiment is beyond the scope of this thesis.

Giving attention to detail, the authors have found methods that are second-order
accurate for the inversion of distributions and injections ofparticles. The inversion process
is limited to Maxwellian distributions andfluxes, bothfull distributions andarbitrary cutoff
at a lower and upper velocity. The second-order injection method starts for an arbitrary
position and velocity at the same time and results in a position and velocity half a time
step apart. With an error consistent with the standard leap-frog integrator.

Anumber ofcommon cases demonstrate sensitivity to low-order injection schemes.
We have shown that using a higher order method is far more effective in obtaining a more
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accurate result that decreasing the time step with a lower order method. Use of these
methods does not significantly increase the run time of the simulation, unless the number
ofparticles injected is comparable to the total number ofparticles in the simulation.

By approximating most of the electrons with a Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution,
we have obtained remarkable agreement with full PIC simulations obtaining over an order
ofmagnitude increase inspeed. The key to convergence ofthe nonlinear Poisson equation is
to use conservation ofcharge for the Boltzmaim species. We have used energy conservation
to obtain the temperature of the Boltzmann species. In Section 5.6.1, a photo-ionized
plasma is used to test the hybrid algorithm without high energy PIC electrons. Full PIC
simulation agrees with the Boltzmann electron model simulation. The hybrid simulation
runs 30 times faster that the full PIC simulation. In Section 5.6.2, a current-driven DC
discharge is simulated. The Boltzmann electron model has a high energy kinetic electron
tail added; the ionization andexcitation are modeled by these electrons. Again the hybrid
model agrees well with the full PIC simulation. The hybrid simulation runs 90 times faster
than the full PIC simulations.

6.0.2 Suggestions for Future Research

In the area of crossed-field devices much of this work can be repeated with the
addition of a secondary emitting model for both the cathode and anode surface. The
secondary model would need to include the energy and angle of the incoming electron into
the yield and distribution oftheemitted secondary electron; for example, theone developed
by Vaughan [158]. Secondaryemitting cathodes are morecommon in CFD's than thermionic
emitting cathodes. Thermionic cathodes are used in this thesis because they are simpler to
treat theoretically. Secondary emitting cathodes would add to the inherent nonlinearity of
thecrossed-field devices because oscillations in the hub could constructively ordestructively
add currents to the oscillations through the creation of secondaries.

In the 2dcrossed-field diode, a secondary emitting cathode could have interesting
effects because we have observed that the electrons returning to the cathode arenot uniform
along the cathode (along y) at any given time and this non-uniformity moves along the
cathode as the spokes move in the diode. Also the electron transmitted to the anode arrive
with a grazing angle which may emit multiple secondaries.

The 2d crossed-field theory and simulation could also be extend by using an elec
tromagnetic field solve to see whether there are any high frequency electromagnetic waves
which couple to the electrostatic waves observed here. The theory and simulation of the
transition from electrostatic waves to electromagnetic waves could be investigated, like the
work done by K. Bowers for unmagnetized pl^mas[159]. This theory and simulation could
be extended to the relativisticregime where the self-magnetic field of the electron flow in the
hub plays a role. Theelectromagnetic theory andsimulation ofthe electron hub interacting
with an ajiode circuit with a secondary emission model for the surfaces would contain all
the physics of fully operational (microwave producing) crossed-field device.
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The Boltzmannelectron hybrid algorithm couldbe extended to newconfigmations,
for example, higher density and higher neutral pressures devices where PIC becomes more
computationally expensive. Possible applications could be fluorescent lamps (close to a dc
discharge) or the glow regime of a plasma display panel (PDP).

This algorithm could also be used for slowly varying steady states, for example
where the frequency ofvoltage source is low compared to the plasma frequency. Thismight
be the case for simulating the DC bias voltage formation and ion distribution arriving at
an RF voltage driven electrode in a discharge. Electrodes are generally biased negatively
because more electrode smface is grounded than is driven [2]. Biasing of electrodes with
this method are currently used by the semiconductor manufacturing industry to accelerate
ions into the surface with the goal ofobtaining a specific (for the process) energy andangle
ion distribution. The ion distributionas well as the uniformity of the ion distribution across
a wafer isofinterest to plasma processing because the ion distribution arriving at the wafer
target is crucial in determining the etch rate.
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The method of choosing the random number R in the cumulative distribution
function can affect the results of a simulation. A random sequence should uniformly fill in
the domain at a rate of \/y/N where N is the number of points. Many physical processes
will fill out a distribution function at this rate. In natural processes, N may be much larger
thaji can be used in a simulation because of the limitations in memory and speed of the
computer.

There are other ways to choose R in order to fill in the domain more quickly. If the
number of particles to be used is known in advance, the i?'s can be distributed uniformly.
There are also sub-random sequences in which the relative error decreases at least as fast
as 1/iV. Obviously, if the simulation results depend upon the physical fluctuation scaling
law of1/s/N^ thisdifference will affect the results. An ideal quiet start would maintain the
same scaling law but reduce the proportionality constant. The scaling laws of many quiet
start methods are not published; in the few published cases the scaling deviates from 1/y/N.
Using sub-random sequences is a variation of a quiet start. Pseudo-random numbers can
be replaced with a sub-random or uniform number sequence, if numericalnoisesuppression
is desired.

Bratley and Fox [160] provide a review of (and references for) some of the more
notable examples of sub-random sequences, including bit-reversed, Fibonacci, and Sobol.
One note of caution about using ordered sub-random sequences is that successive numbers
fill in gaps left previously in the sequences. A consequence of the sequence beingordered is
that the inversion must start at the beginning. For example, numbers 1 through N will fill
in the space uniformly but numbers N/2 through N will not. There are also consequences
to the spectral content of the fluctuations. Pseudo-random sequences approach a uniform
spectrum in Fourier space as N increases, but sub-random sequences will have a finite
number of Fourier components. The choice of sequence is a fine tuning knob that the
reader may adjust for the application.
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Appendix B

Numerical Root Finding for
Inverting Cumulative Distribution
Functions

To invert the cumulative distribution function one needs to use a method to find

roots of an equation numerically. The technique described here is straightforward to imple
ment; after the initial setup there are few calculations. At initialization, a velocity array is
generated using Eq. 4.7, 4.34, or 4.35. To reduce the numerical complexity and expense the
velocity array has equal probability between each element, \/hin^ with N=6in+1 elements
in the array. Marsaglia and Narasimhan [161] have found uniform probability to be an
efficient choice. The ith element in the velocity array is given by vi = F~^(i/5in), with
vq = Vci and vn = Vcu-

Since all cumulative distributions are monotonically increasing, by adding a small
velocity, Sv, to the last velocity, F{v) may become larger than (i-fl)/6in. lfF{v) overshoots,
Sv is reduced by a factor of 2 and F{v) is recalculated. By repeating this step, the array
can quickly be filled to any accuracy needed. This method, bisection, is slower to converge
than Newton's method or the secant method. The bisection method converges linearly
(defining the order of convergence to be p), p=l, with a rate of 5, while the Newton's
method converges quadratically, p=2, and the secant method converges with a rate of
p = (1 -f >/5)/2 [162]. Convergence is defined as:

Vn+i - Vj _ dvv{F(v) - i/bin)
{vn - Vi)P dv{F{v) - i/bin)

V=Vi

F"{vi)
2F'{vi)

(B.l)

where Vi is the correct answer, is the previous guess, and is the current guess.
The advantages of the bisection method are that convergence is guaranteed, and the error
bound of the root is Sv^ the step used at that point. Because numerical solution to obtain
the velocity array is only required at initialization, guaranteed convergence and control of
accuracy outweigh the improved convergence rates of the other methods.
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Appendix C

Effects of discretizing distribution
and fluxes

One of the consequences of inverting the distribution function with a finite number
of points is that the Maxwellian has an effective upper cutoff. The maximum size of the
array is determined by the desired resolution of the tail of the distribution. For example, if

Vmax is the largest velocity that can be chosen, the probability that a particle lies beyond
Vmax is f(v)dv (oT for a fiux) . Increasing the number of bins used
beyond where the probabiHty of a single bin is less than the probability beyond Vmax is
ineffective because the fraction neglected is much larger that the error made due to the
numerical method. The velocity index is constructed by choosing a pseudo-random number
and multiplying by the number of bins. The velocity is computed by a linear interpolation
between the array values indicated by the index.^

To calculate the number of bins needed, several different measures of the error
have been used to quantify the error. The "local moment error" of the nth velocity moment
is the error in each bin, which can be written as:

rv+Av

LME = I ^"(/wn ~fanal)dVj (C.l)
Jv

where fbin is the normalized distribution formed by the linear interpolation ofthe array and
fanai is the desired normalized distribution, Au is the width of the bin and n is the velocity
moment. The difference in moments integrated over the entire distribution is :

fV+Av

bin

The L2 norm of the difference of the moments in one bin will also be used for a measure of

Consider calculating a new pseudo-random number for interpolation because high bitsin many random
number algorithms are more "random" than low bits. In otherwords, use12i to choose the bin and then R2
to interpolate between bins.

rv+Av rvcv.
moment error = ^ - fanai)dv = / - fanai)dv. (C.2)

hin ''V JVcl
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Figure C.l; The "local moment error" in each bin with 100 bins, for a Maxwellian flux with vo = 1and
Vc = 3 (normalized by y/2vti).

the error which will be called the "local squared moment error":

LSME

The tolerance, T, is defined as the L2 norm over the entire distribution:

I rv+Av
Jv - fanal)^dv. (C.3)

T = f - fanal)^dv =J [ " - fanal)'̂ dv. (C.4)
bin Vdvcl

These measures ofmerit can be calculated numerically. An examples Maxwelhan flux with
vq 1 and Uc = 3 are shown in Figs. C.1-C.4. The LME shows the integrated error in each
bin, which mostlycancels out. In contrast the LSME does not have errors that cancel. The
error in the moments of the distribution is plotted as a function of the number of bins used
in Fig. C.3. This can be compared to the tolerance as shown in Fig. C.4. Theerror in the
moments and the tolerance decrease as (number of bins)~^, since the numerical inversion,
both the tabulation and the interpolation, is secondorder accurate. Hencefor a Maxwellian
distribution, for which the tail does not need to be resolved, a modest number ofgrids can
give adequate accuracy. Aneasily analyzed expression for accuracy has not been found but
minimal requirements are not difficult to meet. For a Maxwellian flux the corresponding
graphs to Figs. C.3 and C.4 would have the same slope; however, the error is sfightly larger
for the same moment and number ofbins. A few hundred points with interpolation should
handle any Maxwellian-like (continuous with finite first and second derivatives) distribution.
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Figure C.2: The "local squared moment error" in each bin with 100 bins, for a Maxwellian flux with
vo = 1 and Uc = 3 (normalized by
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Figure C.3: The absolute error in the zeroth, first, second, third, and fourth moments as a function of
the number ofbins for a Maxwellian flux with, vo = 1and Vc = 3 (normalized by y/^vti).
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Figure C.4: The tolerance as a function ofthe number ofbins for a Maxwellian flux with, vo = 1 and
Uc = 3 (normsdized by y/^vu).
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Appendix D

Truncation Error Constants

This appendix list the constants for the truncation error for the methods and cases
in the body of the article, for definitions of p's see Table 4.3.

Case 1:

911 = (y/a +ISvIq +llvyo +13i;2Q)/(2niVl^),
921 =

^31 = ^gg;i^y^31713 +mivl, +12042u,o + P-1)
961 = l/(12ni), and

"1 = + (1 + "so)^-

Case 2:

512 = ^3 +lavJo +lluyo +13i;2Q/(2A/l5n2),
322 = \/115 + 8€(104€ —73)va:o + 115(1 + i;yo)2/(24\/70n2),
332 = ^ 70 3n2

542 = (5€2(38929i;2o + 48528(1 + Vyo)^) + 9(31713 + mivlo+ Uj,o(12042 + 1631Vyo))
-6e(14689va:0 - 6(1 +Uyo)(13518 + 1877uyo)))^/V(864V^n2),

562 = -y/g^^ao + (1 + e(l + %o))^/(12n2), and
^2 = ^v2o +(l-|-v2o)2.

(D.2)
Case 3:
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913 = ^6 +3EP +26u^ +22vyo +26u„o/(2n3V30),
933 = ^((230 +16e(104e - 73))m^;, +230(1 +Vyo)3 +£2(115 +1984faj^))/(48n3V^),
933 = ^2662w||) +31^a)J/(67i3\/35),
S43 =

953 = (10£2(14264B2 + 38929»2(, +48528(1+ i;yo)^)
+18(31713 + 1631uJo + Uj,o(12042 + 1631«„o))
+£^(285417 - 633751a;J + 1288224w^)
-12e(14689t)^o - 6(1 +t;jo)(13518 + 1877«„o)
+18B2(4382wg - 2253)))l/V(8647^^/70),

963 = (2 + £^(S^+2(«Jo + (l+t)j|o)^P
+26(2 + E^ + 2v„o - E^ui^) + E^(l -Ug+ u;g)y/^/(12n^/2), and

"3 = \/¥ +"lO +(1 +
(D.3)
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Appendix E

Iterative Method to Obtain the

Second-Order Accurate Flux

The advance of the number of Boltzmann species, Eq. 5.25, and the energy ad
vance, Eq. 5.41, is first-order in time. When the system is changing slowly in time, this
error will be small; at steady state there is no truncation error. A rapidly changing system
violates the physical assumption of this model, namely that the electrons are in thermal
equilibrium. We make Eqs. 5.25 and 5.41 second-order by estimating the fiux and temper
ature at the intermediate time step n + 1/2 and iterating to convergence. At this point in
the update, we know n values and are calculating n -I-1 values. The fiux at the half time
step is approximated as

•pTl+l/2 _
^ wall —

pn
^ wall

I pn+1 pn I p
^ wall wall wall (E.l)

where is the current estimate for F^^J. We will rewrite Eq. 5.24 in the general form
Fwall = -neoH(<l){x),T).
previously as

J?(^(x),T) is defined to be for the four distributions discussed

1
2'

2eT -q(f>(x)/T

full distribution ,

isotropic cutoff distribution ,

asymmetric cutoff distribution ,

Id symmetric distribution.

TT m

l-e"^

2v/^er

(E.2)
Therefore the current estimate for the fiux is AF^^^, = /^(F;^^! + J/eq)dS = A(J/eq -
neoH{<l>*[x.),T*)). With the definition of Nb, Eq. 5.19, the time advance of Nb can be
written as;

-f g) At
=

1 I _^At TO'(x),r') (E.3)
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where the starred quantities represent the current converged approximate solution to Pois-
son equation for the n + 1 tune step. The second-order Boltzmann flux advance would go
outside the Newton iteration loop solving Poisson's equation but inside the loop for finding
the temperature.

The time advance of the energy, Eq. 5.41, can be made second-order by using the
average of the temperature and flux during a time step, again iterating until the unknown
temperatxue has converged. The time advance of the energy is

AEt =E!f '̂-E^ =At(^^ -\(T^ +T* -AEp,c (E.4)
Toobtain T*, Eq. E.4 needs to be solved simultaneously with the energy equation, Eq. 5.42;
however, the temperature and the potential energy are coupled nonlinearly through the
Boltzmann relation. To obtain an updated value for the energy, the potential energy will
be held fixed and the temperatiue used to calculate the thermal energy of the Boltzmann
species will be solved for in Eq. 5.42 and substituted into Eq. E.4 to obtain

=

WBg,"+Al( ^\-i(NBT''-eY,p,c jmy^+fv 4(x)p(x)dx)/lf^} '̂)-AEf,c (E.5)

Eq. E.5 is iterated to convergence outside an inner iteration loop for the flux, Eq. E.3, so
that both the number and the energy of the Boltzmann species are advanced in time with
a second-order method. In steady state the second-order energy and number advances are
equivalent to the first-order method used in the text.
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Non-Time-Centered Velocities
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The total energy of a particle calculated with non-time-centered velocities is lower
(higher) than the time-centered calculation when the particle is moving into a region of
increasing (decreasing) potential energy. Under-estimatingthe total energywhen converting
PIC particles to the Boltzmann species is detrimental to this scheme because a PIC particle
can undergo an energy-loss collision while the Boltzmann electrons do not.

The error in energy in using the non-time-centered velocity and position is

AE = +90(Xn) - +#(Xn+l/2)^ = 'V*At, (F.l)
where v* is the approximate velocity at time step n 1/4. This can be estimated in
terms of global physical and numerical parameters. The electric field is estimated to be the
temperature divided by the Debye length, Ap, and the velocity is taken to be the thermal
velocity, vt. With these estimates the energy error is

AE~T^ =t'^. (F.2)
4A£> 4 '

Generally the cell size ison the orderofa Debye length (this isconservative, the cell size may
be larger than the Debye length); therefore AE T/4. Making the energy threshold for
conversion of PIC electronsto Boltzmannelectrons T/4 below the lowest inelasticthreshold
assures that the electrons will not be converted before it really drops below the inelastic
threshold.
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